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Abstract 
 
 

Recreational diving is an increasingly popular ecotourism activity that has allowed 

unprecedented amounts of direct human interaction with coral reef communities. Inadvertent 

contact by divers with benthic invertebrates such as delicate branching corals causes tissue 

abrasion that is known to impair coral growth and survival, but impacts on the underlying coral 

physiological processes are not well understood. In addition, global ocean temperatures are 

increasing due to anthropogenic climate change, but the interactive effects on reef corals of 

temperature stress combined with diver-caused abrasion stress remain unknown. The present 

study investigated impacts on the metabolic physiology of endangered branching staghorn corals 

Acropora cervicornis from both temperature and abrasion stress treatments under laboratory 

conditions. Using flow through respirometry, I measured net photosynthesis and respiration rates 

of cultured branch fragments of A. cervicornis. Two types of treatments were applied: (1) 

temperature stress, as measured at 22, 25, 28, and 30°C, and (2) abrasion stress, applied as 15% 

of tissue removed from fragments in contrast to non-abraded control fragments, creating 8 

possible classes of the 2 treatments combined. A total of 26 coral fragments belonging to 6 

genotypes were examined, with repeated measurements on some fragments, and a mixed effects 

linear model applied to account for effects of individual fragments. Net photosynthesis of the 

coral fragments under light conditions peaked at 25°C and declined at extremely low or high 

temperatures, while respiration increased linearly with temperature in all fragments, leading to an 

overall decline in the ratio of photosynthesis to respiration (P:R, a measure of energy balance) 
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with temperature. There was a significant interaction effect between thermal and abrasion stress, 

in that tissue abrasion caused significant impairment of photosynthesis rates and augmentation of 

respiration, especially at high temperatures. P:R was highest for both types of fragments 

(abraded and non-abraded) at the relatively cool temperature of 22°C. Non-abraded corals were 

unable to meet their metabolic energy needs (i.e.: P:R < 1) at temperatures at or above 28°C. In 

contrast, P:R in the abraded fragments declined to 1 (i.e.: barely meeting energy needs) at the 

moderate coral reef temperature of 25°C, and was substantially < 1 at all higher temperatures. 

We conclude that some coral colonies exposed to impacts of frequent diver visitation in the form 

of tissue abrasion may be unable to meet their metabolic energy demands even at moderate coral 

reef temperatures. Their depressed photosynthetic rates and elevated respiration at higher 

temperatures leads to a more highly negative energy balance than for non-abraded corals, when 

exposed to heat stress. Diver damage in the form of tissue abrasion thus appears to reduce coral 

resilience to temperature-induced bleaching events. Our results also indicate that from an 

energetic standpoint, warming temperatures may diminish the viability of coral asexual 

reproduction via fragmentation, because natural fragmentation involves tissue damage and repair 

processes that impair the coral’s energy balance at high temperature. We recommend that reef 

managers mitigate the interactive effects of these two types of reef stressors by working with 

dive operators to incentivize recreational dive trips to corals reefs during the relatively cool 

winter months each year, rather than during warmer months. Altered seasonal timing of diver 

stress on reef corals may allow them to better withstand the temperature stress that often occurs 

during the relatively warm summer season. 
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Chapter I 
 

Review of Coral Bleaching and Physiological Responses to Bleaching Events 
 
 
 

Introduction 
 
 
 

Often cited as the ocean’s equivalent of rainforests, coral reefs around the world 

are home to 30 phyla of vertebrates and invertebrates (Birkeland 2015). Their propensity 

to support such diversity is not their only likeness to rainforests. Coral reefs are highly 

productive ecosystems, playing a large role in carbon sequestration (Bellewood et al. 

2004; Lamb et al. 2014). Additionally, coral reefs provide indispensible services to local 

human communities that rely directly upon them in the form of sustenance, storm 

protection, and socioeconomic stability. The backbone of these critical habitats is the 

calcareous reef builders (Order Scleractinia). Hard-bodied corals create the massive 

structure of reefs by growing calcium carbonate skeletons in nutrient depleted tropical 

waters. 

The ability to build extensive reefs in highly turbulent, shallow waters is not a 

simple feat. However, similar to many cnidarians, scleractinian corals harbor 

endosymbiont dinoflagellates of the genus Symbiodinium inside vacuoles within their 

endodermal cells. These Symbiodinium cells contribute a majority of their fixed carbon to 

the host cnidarian cells, providing more than 100% of the energy requirements for many 

corals (Muscatine 1990; Davies 1984; Muscatine 1973). The coral in return provides 
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inorganic nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon dioxide, safety, and stability to the Symbiodinium, 

in a dynamic marine environment with high planktonic turnover (Muscatine and Porter 

1977; Rodrigues and Grottoli 2007; Venn et al. 2008; Yellowlees et al. 2008; Davies 

1984). Aspects of this symbiotic relationship remain unresolved, with the signaling 

mechanisms between the coral and algal cells remaining largely unknown (Douglas 

2003). The unique relationship between Symbiodinium and corals is only one component 

of the symbioses hosted by reef corals. Microbial assemblages within the outer mucus 

layer of the coral colony also contribute to the cycling of nutrients and energy transfer. In 

total, this system that makes up the backbone of modern reefs is defined as the coral 

holobiont (Rowher et al. 2002).   

The growing impacts of anthropogenic climate change and coastal development 

have endangered coral reef ecosystems worldwide, and thus the services they provide to 

humans. Rising ocean temperatures, an oceanic pH decrease of 0.3-0.4 units by 2100, 

growing frequencies of weather anomalies such as El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO), 

terrestrial runoff, and increasingly harmful fishing practices have resulted in a sharp 

decline in the world’s tropical reefs (Hughes et al. 2008; Orr et al. 2005; Caldiera and 

Wickett 2003; Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Raymundo et al. 2009; Guilherme et al. 2013; 

Lamb et al. 2014; Douglas 2003). Additionally, growing industries and infrastructure 

development along coastal areas cause local instability to coral reefs via anthropogenic 

terrestrial runoff that sparks algal blooms, eradication of critical nursery habitats (eg, 

mangroves), and increased direct human-to-coral contact. More frequent and severe 

temperature-related bleaching episodes, paired with coral diseases, are decimating 

tropical reefs at an alarming rate (Hughes et al. 2017; Hughes 2008; Muller et al. 2008; 
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Jones et al. 1997). Already 30% of the world’s reefs are severely damaged, and estimates 

predict that number will double to 60% by 2030 (Hughes et al. 2008; Wilkinson 2002). 

This worldwide loss of corals and reefs is occurring partly through interruption of 

the physiological mechanisms that drive their high productivity—the symbiosis between 

coral and Symbiodinium. Thermal stress can result in a dramatic loss of the mutualistic 

symbiotic algae in a phenomenon known as bleaching (Douglas 2003). As ocean 

temperatures continue to rise, bleaching has become increasingly widespread, resulting in 

global-scale epidemics of bleaching on reefs in 1998, 2010, and 2015 (Hughes et al. 

2017).  Here I review the biological mechanisms that cause thermal-induced coral 

bleaching, and possible physiological characteristics that may enhance the resilience of 

the coral holobiont to bleaching stress.  

 

What is coral bleaching? 

 

Bleaching occurs when the coral host expels the photosynthetic algae 

(Symbiodinium) from the endoderm of the animal tissue. The Symbiodinium are 

responsible for providing to the coral some of its characteristic color hues, typically 

brown to yellow, via pigment molecules chlorophyll a and c2 in addition to several 

carotenoids (Douglas 2003). Thus, with the expulsion of the algae, the coral host loses its 

color, giving it a “bleached” white appearance. Typically this occurs via severe reduction 

(70-90%) in algal density (Fitt et al. 2000). Bleaching may result from several types of 

environmental stressors. For instance, extreme fluctuations in temperature, high 

irradiance, reduced photoperiod, sedimentation, heavy metals, abnormal nutrient input, 
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salinity, and disease-causing pathogens all may induce bleaching responses in corals 

(Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Brown et al. 2000; Hughes et al. 2008; Douglas 2003; Weiss 

2010).  

Of these factors, temperature is perhaps the most widely-studied with respect to 

coral bleaching. The overwhelmingly consistent observation in the field is that an 

increase of 1-3 °C above average summer surface seawater temperature (SST) results in 

coral bleaching (Hoegh-Guldberg & Salvat 1995; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 1996; Brown et 

al. 1996; Jones et al. 1997; Glynn 1993; Brown 1997). An early hypothesis proposed that 

bleaching was an adaptive strategy, wherein corals could increase their fitness by 

expelling sensitive Symbiodinium species in exchange for more temperature resilient 

symbionts (Hughes et al. 2008). However, the current body of evidence suggests that 

bleaching is a stress response, often resulting in corals exhibiting increased mortality, 

decreased growth rates, greater susceptibility to disease, and lower fecundity (Coles and 

Brown 2003; Rosenberg et al. 2007; Weiss 2008; Hughes et al. 2008; Muller et al. 2008).   

Because bleaching may serve as an umbrella term for a common symptom of 

many different types of environmental ailments, it is likely that there are several kinds of 

pathways of interaction between host and algal cells that may trigger bleaching. 

However, in the case of thermally-induced bleaching, the mechanism appears to initially 

lie within the photosynthetic pathways of the Symbiodinium. Damage to photosystem II 

(PSII) and the disruption of the Calvin cycle are prevalent among Symbiodinium that 

have been exposed to elevated temperatures (Warner et al. 1999; Jones et al. 1997; 

Douglas 2003). The damaging agents appear to be reactive oxygen species (ROS) that 
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ultimately lead to dysfunction in Symbiodinium photosynthesis (Brown 2002; Warner et 

al. 1999; Weis 2008; Cunning and Baker; Weiss et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2005).  

Weiss (2008) proposed three mechanisms that may initiate this dysfunction: 1) the 

D1 protein of PSII in the thylakoid membrane becomes irreversibly damaged (Warner et 

al. 1999; Takahashi et al. 2004); 2) rubisco loses its function, decreasing carbon fixation 

(Lesser 1996; Jones et al. 1997; Venn et al. 2008); and 3) light and heat energy directly 

alter the electron transport train (Tchernov et al. 2004). Jones et al. (1997) suggested that 

initial dysfunction occurs in the Calvin cycle, potentially with rubisco (as cited above), 

which then results in disrupted assimilation of electrons and damage to PSII.  

In all of these mechanisms, there is a resulting buildup of energy in the form of 

excited electrons. If the dark reactions of photosynthesis are disrupted, then carbon 

fixation ceases and the electrons no longer reduce NADP+. Instead, excess electrons react 

with O2 to produce damaging ROS, such as superoxide (O2
–), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), 

reactive singlet oxygen (1O2), and hydroxyl radicals (·OH) (Jones et al. 1997; Lesser 

2006; Tchernov et al. 2004; Weiss 2008). These ROS then cause further oxidative 

damage within the Symbiodinium, disrupting enzyme function, harming the thylakoids, or 

even causing cell apoptosis (Tchernov et al. 2011; Weiss 2008). Temperature increases 

also can cause mitochondrial damage in the coral animal host cells, via ROS production 

and damage to coral DNA and proteins (Dykens et al. 1992; Lesser and Farrell 2004).  

As a result, the Symbiodinium become overactive and/or breakdown. The host cell 

then works to remove the harmful algae before the ROS begin to accumulate within the 

animal tissues. There are several possible mechanisms by which host coral cells expel 

Symbiodinium (Weiss 2008). Acropora grandis exhibited signs of exocytosis as a means 
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of expelling the microalgae, as indicated by intracellular calcium ion changes within the 

host cell cytoskeleton (Fang et al. 1997). Symbiodinium also may be digested by the 

coral’s immune system via autophagy, or released via detachment of the entire host 

endodermal cell from the rest of the coral tissue (Dunn et al. 2007; Weiss 2008). Finally, 

activation of caspases provides evidence of coral cell apoptosis for expelling 

Symbiodinium, following the buildup of ROS or NO (Chipuk and Green 2008; Lorenzo et 

al. 1999; Brune et al. 1999). Additionally, hydrogen peroxide and reactive nitrogen 

species (RNS) may act as signaling molecules that activate an immunological response 

within the host, which then initiates pathways of algal cell elimination or coral cell 

apoptosis (Wiess 2008; Smith et al. 2005).  

 

 

Physiological mechanisms in coral holobionts and their contributions to resilience 

 

Instances of Coral Resilience to Bleaching 

 

Although bleaching events occur on a global scale, local patterns are far from 

consistent. For instance, despite experiencing temperature increases, corals within an 

isolated lagoon in the Seychelles were protected from UV-induced bleaching when 

sheltered by leaf debris (Iluz et al. 2008). Other studies indicate that Symbiodinium type 

and abundance aid in enhancing coral temperature tolerance (Rowan et al.1997; Glynn et 

al. 2001; Toller et al. 2001; Bhagooli & Hidaka 2003; Baker et al. 2004). In addition, 

local histories of thermal stress allow some coral colonies to acclimatize to temperature 
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changes, making them more resilient when faced with subsequent increases (Mumby et 

al. 2001; Berkelmans and van Oppen 2006; Guest et al. 2012).  

As corals bleach to remove their dysfunctional Symbiodinium, several pathways 

may reduce the costs associated with oxidative thermal stress, and thus affect bleaching 

rates. During instances in which bleaching rates vary between and within coral species, 

bleaching susceptibility can be identified with molecular techniques that measure such 

mitigating pathways. Understanding which specific physiological biomarkers are 

responsible for tolerance and resilience will ultimately shape future conservation and 

management efforts for corals. Keeping this in mind, the following section will focus on 

indicators of physiological variation in stress responses among corals, including variation 

among host species in their Symbiodinium assemblages, heat shock proteins (HSPs), and 

antioxidants.   

 

 

Differences among corals in their Symbiodinium types 

 

As it became apparent that thermal tolerances varied between and even within 

coral species, researchers began looking into which cellular processes might be 

responsible for this variation. Around the same time, advances in molecular techniques 

led to the discovery of vast genetic diversity within the genus Symbiodinium, leading to a 

classification of eight phylogenetic clades A-H (Baker 2003; Pochon et al. 2001; 

Coffroth et al. 2001). Data collected from field studies showed that coral species or even 

individual coral colonies may each host multiple types of Symbiodinium (Baker 2003; 
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Fabricius et al. 2004; Fabina et al. 2013; Stat et al. 2013; LaJuenesse et al. 2004; 

Cunning et al. 2015). Additionally, free-living Symbiodinium may be relatively diverse 

within the seawater or sediment surrounding coral reefs (Cunning et al. 2015). 

Symbiodinium diversity is higher in the Caribbean than in the Indo-Pacific region; 

in the latter region, the vast majority of corals contain only members of clades C and D 

(Birkeland 2015). The physical environment also influences Symbiodinium abundances 

within corals. For instance, clade A is more abundant in Caribbean corals in shallow 

waters with high light levels, while clade C dominates corals of the same species located 

in deeper, shaded waters (LaJeunesse et al. 2002). With such genetic diversity and 

differences in algal genetic composition among coral colonies, it has become apparent 

that some Symbiodinium clades may be better suited than others to withstand thermal 

stress. This became clear when examination of Palauan reefs over a small area revealed 

that specific coral-microalgal assemblages were less prone to bleaching than were others 

(Fabricius et al. 2004). Colonies with the greatest density of clade D Symbiodinium were 

most resilient in the face of temperature-induced bleaching events (Fabricius et al. 2004). 

Other studies have shown similar findings, suggesting that clade D is more temperature 

resilient than clade C (Baker et al. 2004; Rowan 2004; Abrego et al. 2008; Oliver & 

Palumbi 2009; Glynn et al 2001; Tchernov et al. 2004).  

It does not appear that such acquired resilience can be attributed to a simple 

increase in the density of Symbiodinium cells. High densities have in fact been found to 

make coral colonies relatively susceptible to bleaching, most likely because a high 

number of damaged algal cells leads to rapid production of ROS (Cunning and Baker 

2013). Instead, altered proportions of clades within the coral tissue most likely lead to 
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increased temperature resilience (Douglas 2003). For instance, Berkelmans and van 

Oppen (2006) observed that adult corals could gain thermal tolerance as a result of a shift 

from clade C to D. 

The ability of some Symbiodinium to tolerate thermal stress appears due to 

mechanisms associated with light effects, in the form of photoprotective pigments and 

reduction of photodamage. Resistance to photodamage overall limits the amount of ROS 

being produced, in addition to other harmful reactive molecules (eg, RNS). For example, 

coral colonies in a relatively warm location along the Australian Great Barrier Reef house 

Symbiodinium with greater carotene concentrations that those from a cooler location 

(Howells et al. 2011). The ability of carotene to halt ROS production is discussed in the 

antioxidant section below.  

Additionally, clade D Symbiodinium may be relatively well adapted at diverting 

excess electrons into the Mehler-Ascorbate-Peroxidase (MAP) cycle, which decreases 

accumulation of reducing agents like ROS (reviewed in Warner et al. 1996). This 

diversion of electrons also increases the dissipation of light energy into the form of heat, 

further preventing reduction of the electron transport chain in PSII (reviewed in Warner 

et al. 1996). Such cellular pathways may mitigate the effects of both thermal and light 

stress, which often come hand in hand during bleaching, because they may occur on hot 

summer to fall days when both temperature and light levels are near their annual maxima, 

including levels of UV radiation.   

 The widely observed thermal tolerance of clade D does not come without a cost, 

however. The photosynthetic capacity of these Symbiodinium is reduced compared to that 

of other clades, and may not necessarily meet the energy requirements of stressed corals. 
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Coral colonies saturated with clade D symbionts exhibit a significant decrease in stored 

lipids available to meet metabolic needs, relative to corals with non-D Symbiodinium 

(Jones and Berkelmans 2010). Egg size and number typically decrease in these coral 

colonies as well, indicating a decrease in the energy allocated to reproduction in order to 

sustain homeostasis during stress (Jones and Berkelmans 2010). Thus, the shift in 

Symbiodinium seen in numerous studies may not be an effective long-term mechanism 

for increasing resilience in corals. Shifting Symbiodinium would then offer limited 

capacity with the onset of climate change, particularly as temperatures continue to rise 

over the next several decades. The degree of coral resilience would then depend on how 

quickly Symbiodinium can evolve and adapt to increasing temperatures.  

 

The role of heat shock proteins  

Given that some Symbiodinium clades appear to have greater resistance to heat 

stress than others, researchers are searching for which specific physiological mechanisms 

cause this resilience. Many have postulated that heat shock proteins (HSPs) and 

antioxidants play significant roles in the coral holobiont response. Both families of 

molecules are well conserved across a wide range of organisms, having well-documented 

roles in cellular stress responses and maintenance of cellular stability (reviewed in Kregel 

2002; Richier et al. 2004). As a result, these potential biomarkers of thermal resilience 

have become the focus of examining coral responses to temperature increases in both 

field and laboratory settings.  
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HSPs act as chaperones and protective agents for other proteins, by maintaining 

processes involved with protein folding, unfolding, aggregation, degradation, and 

transport (Kregel 2002; Sorensen et al. 2003). During times of temperature stress, these 

molecules ensure the stability of cellular proteins that may otherwise malfunction or 

denature. Expression and regulation patterns of the genes associated with HSPs have 

been observed in coral colonies exposed to temperature increases (Brown et al. 2002; 

Rosic et al. 2011; Chow et al. 2012).  

 Hsp60, which plays a role in the folding system of the mitochondrial matrix, has 

a particular expression pattern in thermally stressed corals (Mayer 2010). Following 

temperature increase, corals express an initial upregulation of Hsp60 followed by a 

down-regulation after 36 hours (Seveso et al. 2014). Other HSPs (Hsp70 and Hsp90) 

exhibit similar trends, with increased expression in response to temperatures of 30-34 °C 

(Rosic et al. 2011; Desalvo et al. 2010).  

Evidence of Hsp expression and production can show up within hours, and last for 

several days (Kregel 2002). How long such production can last is another question 

entirely, however. Surely, the energetics and metabolic activity of coral cells limit their 

cellular ability to cope with stress to a finite degree. The eventual down-regulation of the 

HSP genes may be an indicator that the cell can no longer cope with thermal stress 

(Carpenter et al. 2010; Seveso et al. 2016), or that upregulation is energetically costly 

and can be maintained for only a short period. Further studies into the limitations and the 

specific mechanisms of resilience that HSPs provide to corals in the face of bleaching 

will be necessary to aid in their successful conservation and management.  
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Possible roles of antioxidants and other molecules of tolerance 

 

Examination of antioxidants in the coral holobiont is relatively new, as the 

identification of ROS in bleaching has only recently become clear. As noted above, the 

build up of ROS appears to play a significant role in the expulsion of Symbiodinium 

during bleaching. When ROS production exceeds a cell’s antioxidant capabilities, 

damage to proteins, lipids, and DNA occurs (Richier et al. 2006). Antioxidants stabilize 

free radicals via transfer of electrons, and so it has been hypothesized that they play a role 

in bleaching resilience. Superoxide dismutases (SOD), a family of antioxidants, play a 

role in the stress responses in symbiotic cnidarians (Richier et al. 2006). Following 

instances of thermal stress, a number of tropical corals exhibit increased SOD abundance 

(Brown et al. 2002; Downs et al. 2000; Richier et al. 2006). 

A wide variety of SODs play several types of roles in coral cells. Iron-based SOD 

is found in both Symbiodinium and host cells, suggesting that corals express this 

particular enzyme to combat ROS with the added metabolic activity of photosynthesis 

(Richier et al. 2006). Additional enzymes, including ascorbate peroxidase (in the MAP 

cycle), MnSOD, and caspase, have been found in high concentrations prior to or 

following bleaching events, and so may also play roles in the holobiont defense arsenal 

(Richier et al. 2006; Császár et al. 2009).  

In addition to antioxidants, other molecules found across corals share a role in 

mitigating oxidation that occurs due to increased photosynthesis and thermal stress, 

including green fluorescent proteins (GFPs) and mycosporine-like amino acids (MAAs) 

(Baird et al. 2009). These molecules act as a natural sunscreen by absorbing UV radiation 
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or scattering excess light energy, reducing the amount of excited electrons to react with 

oxygen (Birkeland 2015). GFP-like pigments have been found to play a critical role in 

the way coral absorb light and heat (Lyndby et al. 2016).  

Carotenoids are a family of pigments synthesized by Symbiodinium that function 

in light reactions and also in photoprotective roles (Rajesh et al. 2010). Carotenoids 

include carotenes and xanthophylls. β-carotene and chlorophyll are pigments that react 

with singlet oxygen, an ROS, thereby forming peroxide and quenching toxic ROS as well 

as dissipating excess energy in the photosynthetic pathway (Smith et al. 2005; Rajesh et 

al. 2010). Evidence additionally suggests that carotene is a precursor to antioxidants or 

other molecules, and may act as a natural mitigating agent in inhibiting ROS 

accumulation (Kiran et al. 2015; Howells et al. 2011). In phytoplankton under elevated 

light conditions of high PAR and UV-radiation, β-carotene levels increase (Smith et al. 

1992). Further research into how such pigment molecules mitigate bleaching is necessary 

to understand the natural defenses of Symbiodinium, and whether these defenses are 

transferred to host cells.  

 
Conclusions  

 

With the increasingly uncertain fate of coral reefs, there is a great urgency to 

understand the physiological mechanisms involved in bleaching and temperature 

tolerance in reef-building corals. Corals may acclimatize to increased temperature 

through responses within either the animal host or the Symbiodinium endosymbionts. 

Local adaptations may occur to some degree in both coral animals and microalgal 
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symbionts, providing pockets of refuge from climate change (Brown et al. 2002; Douglas 

2003; Weiss 2010). However, a recent analysis of the Australian Great Barrier Reef 

following the 2015-2016 bleaching event did not support this thermal-history-acclimation 

theory (Hughes et al. 2017). Additionally, current estimates predict seawater 

temperatures to rise by 2°C by the end of the century (IPCC 2007). This predicted pace of 

change may be too rapid for mutation and natural selection to allow corals to adequately 

adapt to the changing environment. 

If corals worldwide cannot acclimate at the same rate as temperature change, then 

understanding the physiological pathways behind bleaching and thermal resilience will be 

paramount in supporting management decisions to enhance their survival. Knowledge 

about such cellular signals and molecular biomarkers can be applied towards 

management efforts to enhance coral reef resilience, as the state of coral reefs continue to 

decline. If increasingly more extreme strategies are needed, such as assisted evolution or 

transplantion of species (as proposed by van Oppen et al. 2015), researchers will need to 

have a firm understanding of the coral resilience mechanisms discussed here. For 

instance, knowledge would be required about which particular antioxidant or HSP genes 

could be used to bioengineer a more thermally tolerant clade C without the energetic cost 

of naturally occurring Symbiodinium. Alternatively, identifying specific genes may allow 

us to artificially select for coral that will be able to withstand global climate projections 

over the next century.  

Alternative methods also may be used enhance the status of coral reefs. Careful 

management practices and regulation of local human activities, particularly in small 

coastal nations, can support the preservation of coral reefs. For instance, a managed 
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balance of herbivores limits the direct competition of corals with insidious macroalgae 

for space on limited substrate (McClanahan et al. 2005). Well-regulated fisheries, 

perhaps most notably practices used by many generations of islanders, can be sustainable 

while providing sustenance for growth in local communities. Overfishing has reduced 

levels of herbivory, and increased instances of coral disease and excess anthropogenic 

nutrients have ultimately limited the ability of reefs to recover from bleaching events 

(Hughes et al. 2008). As well, corals may become fractured and abraded by intensive 

ecotourism activities in the form of recreational diving (Krieger and Chadwick 2013; 

Saphier and Hoffman 2005; Uyarra et al. 2009), which could compound stress to corals 

exposed to climate change. Science-based management of reefs to limit physical damage 

to corals from tourism activities can make local reefs more resistant to bleaching stress.  

In summary, understanding of the physiological mechanisms involved in coral 

bleaching, and the use of modern biotechnologies, can support the development of 

strategies for combating the decline of coral reefs. But such tools can only be used to a 

certain extent from an economic and ethical standpoint. Through further research, 

knowledge about the physiology of the coral holobiont should be applied towards 

ecophysiological perspectives to support reef management for holistic and effective 

strategies to maintain these diverse ecosystems. 
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Chapter II 

 
Effects of tissue abrasion and thermal stress  

 
on the metabolic processes of Acropora cervicornis 

 
 
 
Introduction 
 
 

Coral reefs provide indispensible services in the form of sustenance, storm 

protection, and socioeconomic stability to the coastal communities that rely directly upon 

them. They also provide additional ecosystem benefits on a global scale, in that they 

moderate the climate via carbon sequestration, sustain extraordinary biodiversity, and 

provide products and services to numerous international markets (Bellwood et al. 2004; 

Lamb et al. 2014). However, the growing impacts of anthropogenic climate change and 

coastal development endanger these ecosystems worldwide, and thus the services they 

provide to humans. Rising ocean temperatures, an oceanic pH decrease of 0.3-0.4 units 

by 2100, growing frequencies of weather anomalies such as El Nino Southern Oscillation 

(ENSO), terrestrial nutrient runoff, and increasingly harmful fishing practices have 

created a synergistically detrimental cycle for the world’s tropical reefs (Hughes et al. 

2003; Orr et al. 2005; Caldiera and Wickett 2003; Hoegh-Guldberg 1999; Raymundo 

2009; Guilherme Becker et al. 2013; Lamb et al. 2014; Douglas 2003). 

The anthropogenic loss of coral reefs worldwide can be attributed partly to a 

disruption of the physiological mechanisms of the calcareous reef-builders (Order 
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Scleractinia). Scleractinian corals create the massive blueprint of coral reefs by growing a 

calcium carbonate skeleton in nutrient depleted tropical waters. Changes in temperature 

and pH often disrupt the equilibrium of the chemical reactions involved in this process. 

Thermal stress can result in further damage to the coral holobiont system by causing a 

dramatic loss of the mutualistic endosymbiotic microalgae that provide coral colonies 

with most of their metabolic energy (Douglas 2003). This phenomenon, known as coral 

bleaching, has become increasingly widespread as ocean temperatures continue to rise 

above summer norms, and has manifested in global scale epidemics of bleaching on reefs 

during 1998, 2010, and 2015 (Hughes et al. 2017). During a bleaching event, oxidative 

stress and the buildup of free radicals cause damage to photosystem II (PSII) and its 

repair system in the coral’s microalgae, ultimately resulting in an expulsion of the 

microalgal symbionts from the coral animal tissue (Brown 2002; Warner et al., 1999; 

Weis 2008). Recent studies have examined the related changes in coral physiological 

processes under elevated temperature and irradiance conditions through respirometry to 

measure coral photosynthetic and respiration rates (Hoogenboom et al. 2006; Anthony & 

Hoegh-Guldberg 2003; Lesser 1997; Schutter et al. 2008; Al-Sofyani & Floos 2013; 

Davies 1980; Ulstrup et al. 2011). These types of measurements provide information 

about the energy input and output of corals under conditions of current global climate 

change.  

In addition to coral damage caused by rising seawater temperatures, reefs 

increasingly are impaired by localized activities such as industrial development along 

coastal areas, enhanced nutrient runoff that sparks algal blooms, eradication of critical 

nursery habitats such as mangroves, and increasing levels of direct human-to-coral 
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contact. Global ecotourism trends have generated huge diving industries that depend 

upon coral reefs. However, intensive diving and snorkeling operations may jeopardize the 

stability of coral reefs (Guzner et al. 2010; Lamb et al. 2014). Tourist behaviors may 

result in physical damage to sensitive coral colonies (Davis and Tisdell 1995). While this 

damage may be unintentional, the sediment resuspension, fragmentation, and tissue 

abrasion caused by diving tourists all can have detrimental impacts on coral colonies 

(Hawkins et al. 1999; Zakai and Chadwick-Furman 2002). However, the impact of such 

activities on physiological processes in coral colonies has not received much attention. 

The synergistic effects of temperature extremes in combination with tissue abrasion on 

reef corals remain unknown, but are expected to become increasingly common especially 

on shallow reefs exposed to intensive ecotourism.  

Staghorn corals (Acropora cervicornis) historically were one of the major 

shallow-water stony corals in Caribbean reef systems. A. cervicornis and the closely 

related A. palmata (elkhorn corals) are the only 2 large branching species of corals in the 

Caribbean Sea, and both are known to enhance habitat complexity, biodiversity, and fish 

abundance on reefs (Dixson and Hay 2012; Johnson et al. 2011; Holbrook et al. 2002). 

Due to population declines, both A. cervicornis and A. palmata are currently listed as 

critically endangered under the IUCN Red List. Corals belonging to the genus Acropora 

are highly susceptible to disease, temperature-induced bleaching, and the effects of other 

types of damaging agents (Birkeland 2015; Aronson and Precht 2001; Roger 1990; 

Muller et al. 2008). While several studies have measured rates of photosynthesis and 

respiration in stony corals, few have examined these processes in A. cerivornis, and none 

have determined impacts of tissue abrasion. 
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The goal of the present study is to assess the interaction effects between 2 types of 

increasingly relevant coral stressors, tissue abrasion and temperature extremes, on 

colonies of A. cervicornis. We hypothesized that tissue abrasion acts synergistically with 

thermal stress to hinder the ability of corals to meet their metabolic energy demands, 

rendering them more susceptible to bleaching and mortality. The larger implications of 

our results are that physiological effects on corals from seawater temperature increases 

are compounded by local disturbances in the form of tissue abrasion, which render corals 

in areas of intensive diving tourism less resilient to global climate change.  

 
 
Materials and Methods 
 
 
Animal collection and culture 
 
 

Fragments of scleractinian corals Acropora cervicornis were obtained from non-

profit institutions, because this species was protected by the United States Endangered 

Species Act, and field collecting permits were not obtainable within the timeframe of the 

present study. In February 2017, 10 large fragments (each 18-28 cm in length) were 

shipped to Auburn University (AU) overnight in bags filled with seawater, from colonies 

cultured at the Smithsonian Marine Station (SMS), Fort Pierce, Florida, USA. SMS had 

originally collected 2 colonies of A. cervicornis in 2002 from 6 m depth near Fort 

Lauderdale, Florida, and cultured them in an indoor public aquarium tank at 26 - 27°C. 

Both colonies were genetically identical based on molecular analyses, and both grew 

rapidly in the public aquarium, allowing SMS to supply branch fragments to research 

institutions (William Hoffman, SMS, pers. comm.). 
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To obtain a wider genetic diversity of coral fragments, in March 2018, 25 small 

fragments (each 5-10 cm length) were shipped to AU overnight wrapped in damp paper 

towels (dry shipping method) from colonies cultured in offshore nurseries at 6-10 m 

depth (25-26°C ambient seawater temperature at nurseries during the month of shipping) 

by the Coral Restoration Foundation (CRF), Key Largo, Florida, USA. Dry shipping was 

used for this latter shipment, because it enhances coral fragment survival and is standard 

shipping procedure by CRF (Kayla Ripple, CRF, pers. comm.). The latter shipment 

included 5 fragments belonging to each of 5 genetically-distinct genotypes based on 

molecular analysis (genotypes B8, K1, M10, M1, and M6 (Amelia Moura, CRF, pers. 

comm.).   

Upon arrival to AU, all coral fragments were acclimated over ~ 1 hr to the 

seawater temperature and chemistry conditions in laboratory culture tanks. Shipment 

bags, each containing 5 fragments per bag, were placed into 5-gallon buckets filled with 

seawater from the culture tanks, to acclimate them to ambient seawater temperature. 

After 30 min, the fragments were removed from the bags and submerged in each bucket 

of seawater for 30 min more, then transferred to the culture tanks. Acclimation to 

irradiance conditions in the culture tanks occurred over 1 wk, because corals are known 

to require several days to acclimate to changes in irradiance (Anthony & Hoegh-

Guldberg 2003; Titlyanov et al. 2001). The level of photosynthetically active radiation 

(PAR) was measured at the upper surface of each coral inside the culture tank, using a 

Quantum Scalar Laboratory sensor (QSL-2101) (Biospherical Instruments Inc.). Each 

coral was initially exposed to a low level of PAR (80 ± 20 mmol photons m-2 s-1, mean + 

SD), then the level gradually was increased over several days to a moderate PAR (180 ± 
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20 mmol photons m-2 s-1), equivalent to irradiance levels averaged over the entire day at ~ 

18 and 23 m depth on Florida Keys coral reefs (different from the mid-day maximal 

irradiance levels at this depth, see below; Lesser 2000).  

Two wk after arrival and acclimation to laboratory conditions, the large fragments 

(>15 cm length) from SMS were divided using industrial pruning shears (Model #BP 

7100D, Corona) into smaller fragments (6-15 cm length) to allow them to fit into 

respirometry chambers (see below). The base of each fragment was attached to a circular 

ceramic plug (3.12 cm diameter x 1.3 cm height, Marine Depot) using cyanoacrylate gel 

(Reef Glue, Seachem). In each culture tank, a platform to hold the corals was created 

from white plastic egg crate grating (1.5 x 1.5 cm interior squares, Plaskolite) and PVC 

pipes. Coral fragments attached to their ceramic bases were placed in squares of this 

grating, with the platform ~ 8 cm above the sand at the bottom of each culture tank (Fig. 

1). 

Twenty-three small coral fragments (each 5–13 cm length) were created from the 

initial 10 large SMS fragments, and distributed evenly between the 3 culture tanks (6-9 

fragments per tank). Some SMS fragments died due to power failure and unknown causes 

over the course of the study year, leaving 18 SMS fragments, 11 of which were used in 

metabolic experiments. The remaining 8 SMS fragments were not used because they 

were too irregular in shape to fit into the metabolic chamber, or -----  [clarify]. In March 

2018 when the 26 CRF fragments arrived, the fragments belonging to each of the 5 CRF 

genotypes were selected randomly for distribution into each of the 3 culture tanks, so that 

8-12 coral fragments total were cultured per tank, from both SMS and CRF. The same 
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procedure for attaching the SMS fragments to bases and positioning them on the culture 

platforms, was used also for the CRF fragments.  

The 3 culture tanks each consisted of a closed-system setup with a 75L culture 

tank connected to a 75L sump, in which the seawater was filtered by protein skimmers 

(Class 110 INT Skimmer, Reef Octopus) and bioballs (Coral Life; same setup as used for 

the long-term culture of tropical sea anemones, shrimps, and fishes in the same 

laboratory; Roopin and Chadwick 2009, Huebner et al. 2012, Cantrell et al. 2015; see 

also DeSalvo 2010). In addition to alternating water flow provided by the sump pumps, 

the water flow rate was enhanced for coral culture by attaching a small pump to the inside 

wall of each culture tank. This was done because the survival and growth of stony corals 

with small polyps is enhanced at high water flow levels, which simulates the natural 

conditions of the exposed reef habitats where these corals often occur; high flow 

augments their rates of metabolic gas diffusion, removal of waste products, and delivery 

of suspended food and dissolved nutrients (Sheppard et al. 2009; Roberts et al. 1992; 

Jokiel 1978; Borneman 2001).  

Water temperatures were maintained at 26 ± 1°C because this is the optimal 

temperature for tropical coral growth in closed system aquaria (Seveso et al. 2016; 

Lirman et al., 2011; Marshall and Clode, 2004; Precht and Aronson 2004; Hubbard 

2015). Salinity was maintained at 34 ppt with Instant Ocean Sea Salt Mix (Instant 

Ocean), with a 30 L (20%) water change in each culture tank biweekly. Other water 

chemical parameters were monitored regularly and remained at levels similar to those on 

coral reefs. Calcium, alkalinity, and magnesium were maintained at coral reef levels 
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using liquid additives (calcium and alkalinity: Reef Fusion, Seachem; magnesium: Tech 

M Magnesium, Kent Marine).  

Fluorescent T5 light fixtures (Model: 3’ 6-bulb, 120V, 960020, Sunlight Supply) 

were installed over each culture tank and provided PAR irradiance of 180 ± 20 mmol 

photons m-2 s-1, equivalent to daily average irradiance levels at ~ 18-23 m depth on 

Florida Keys coral reefs (Lesser 2000) as measured at the upper surface of each coral (see 

also above). Light fixtures were set to a 12h:12h light:dark cycle. Corals were fed weekly 

with a mixture of Coral Frenzy (Marine Depot) and live Artemia brine shrimp hatched 

from dried eggs (San Francisco Bay Brand). 0.5 g of dried Artemia eggs were cultured 

for 72 hours in 800 ml of seawater. After hatching they were added to 400 ml of saltwater 

that had been stirred with 2g of Coral Frenzy. The final food mixture consisted of both 

Artemia and Coral Frenzy in 1.2 L of seawater. Corals were fed at the end of each week, 

so that prior to respirometry trials near the start of each following week, they were 

starved for at least 48 hours. This was done to limit effects of recent heterotrophic 

feeding on photosynthesis and respiration rates (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2010). During 

feeding, the sump pumps were turned off and the pumps were left on that were attached 

inside the culture tanks, so that food particles circulated throughout each culture tank and 

did not go into the sump. 400ml of food mixture was added to each tank (3 tanks x 400 

ml = 1200 ml total food mixture). The sump pumps remained off for 40 min, allowing all 

corals to feed on the suspended food particles; all of the coral fragments were observed to 

capture and ingest food items each week.   

All coral fragments arrived alive in both shipments, but mortality rates after 

arrival differed between the shipments. Six of the 26 fragments that arrived from the 
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SMS exhibited rapid tissue necrosis (RTN), or sloughing of tissue, during the first week 

in the laboratory. In an effort to salvage fragments that appeared to be worsening in 

condition, the fragments were cut with industrial shears (Model #BP 7100D, Corona) ~2 

cm above the line of tissue loss. This emergency procedure worked for 3 of the 

fragments, which recovered and exhibited normal polyp extension within 1-2 wk. Other 

incidents that caused fragment mortality included temperature spikes in August 2017 

(upwards of 4°C above normal culture temperature) and a power outage in December 

2017, during which water flow was diminished and temperature dropped to 22°C. Of the 

fragments that arrived from the CRF, only 2 of the 25 fragments did not survive the 

shipping process. One large fragment was divided in two due to its size. No CRF 

fragments died between March 2018 and the end of the study in August 2018. 

Most of the cultured corals consistently exhibited expanded polyps and grew, 

indicating healthy physiological state. After ~ 30-60 d in culture, both the soft tissues and 

calcareous skeletons of most corals began to grow over the epoxy and ceramic plug at the 

base of each fragment (Fig. 2). After skeletal growth onto the plug was observed, each 

fragment was used in respiration and photosynthesis trials (see below). Another 

parameter used to gauge coral health was color. Fragment color was recorded as the 

closest hue to that on a standard 6-hue color scale used for approximating the health of 

reef corals (CoralWatch, University of Queensland, coralwatch.org). Fragments were 

considered healthy if they had a color of at least D3 or C3. If an individual had a hue 

lighter than these values (i.e., D2), it was not used in a respirometry trial.  

Trials with the respirometry setup (see description below) were conducted 

intermittently during November 2017 to July 2018. Fragments belonging to all 6 
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genotypes (1 SMS plus 5 CRF) were used in respirometry experiments. For temperature 

variation experiments, 11 SMS fragments were used, and of those 10 were exposed to 

more than one temperature; of the 14 CRF fragments used, 10 were exposed to more than 

one temperature. In the abrasion trials, 6 SMS fragments were used, and all were exposed 

to more than one temperature, while of the 11 CRF fragments used in abrasion trials, 6 

were exposed to more than one temperature (see details below).     

 

Respirometry setup 
 
 

A custom-made respirometry chamber was designed to hold each coral fragment 

in an upright position and to accommodate the ceramic plug to which each fragment was 

attached (Fig 3). A hollow acrylic plexiglass cylinder (height = 23 cm, diameter = 6 cm) 

was attached to rubber stoppers wrapped in Parafilm at both ends. The basal stopper had 

a shallow depression (~ 1 cm deep) drilled in the center to serve as a holder for the 

ceramic plug with the coral attached. The interior volume of the stoppered chamber was 

440 ml, similar to the volume of respirometry chambers used in past studies on corals 

(Table 1).  

At a height of 2.4 cm above the bottom of the chamber, and at the same distance 

down from the top of the chamber, on opposite sides, small holes were drilled and a 

Precision Glide 18 G 1 ½ needle was inserted into each hole and glued into place. The 

outer end of each needle was attached to flexible silicone tubing (3.4 mm internal 

diameter; standard intravenous tubing). A stopcock upstream of the first needle controlled 

the rate of seawater flow through the chamber. Water flowed by gravity from a reservoir 

tank on a shelf above the chamber to an input O2 electrode, then through the needle at the 
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bottom of chamber. Water exited the chamber through the top needle, then to an output 

O2 electrode and a bucket on the floor. Both O2 electrodes (Strathkelvin Instruments, 

Motherwell, North Lanarkshire, UK) were connected to a Cameron Instrumental OM200 

Oxygen Meter, which displayed the dissolved O2 readings in torr (modified after 

Szczebak et a. 2011; Fig. 3).  

After each trial, the 20L water reservoir that fed into the respirometry chamber 

was refilled with seawater (34 ppt) mixed from Instant Ocean crystals, same as the 

seawater used for culture tanks (see above). The reservoir contained an air bubbler to 

continuously aerate the seawater. Seawater temperature inside the reservoir was altered to 

obtain the desired treatment temperatures in the respirometry chamber. To obtain a 

seawater temperature of 25-26°C in the respirometry chamber, an Aqueon adjustable 

glass heater (50W) was placed inside the reservoir and set to 28-29°C. Due to heat loss as 

the seawater traveled through the silicon tubing, the seawater reaching the chamber 

typically lost ~ 3-4°C. For temperature trials at 22, 28, and 30°C, the heater in the 

reservoir was adjusted, and the coiled tubing ran through a temperature-regulated water 

bath before reaching the respirometry chamber (Fig. 3).  

 
Net Photosynthesis Rates 
 
 

To measure their rates of net photosynthesis at several temperatures, coral 

fragments were transferred individually from the culture tanks into the respirometry 

chamber. Before placing each fragment in the chamber, the following variables were 

recorded while the fragment was still submerged in its culture tank: color, total length, 

and maximum diameter. Fragment color was recorded as the closest hue to that on a 
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standard 5-hue color scale used for approximating the health of reef corals (CoralWatch, 

University of Queensland, coralwatch.org). Fragment total length and maximal diameter 

were measured to the nearest 1 mm using flexible measuring tape, because this was more 

accurate than using a stiff ruler given the slightly curved shape of most fragments. 

Maximal diameter was measured as the widest point along the fragment long axis, which 

often was near the base. Any macroalgae or other organisms attached to the ceramic plug 

were scrubbed off using a stiff toothbrush (Colgate), to prevent non-coral organisms from 

affecting the measured metabolic rates. Then while still submerged in the culture tank, 

the ceramic plug was fitted onto the Parafilm-covered rubber stopper from the base of the 

respirometry chamber, and the chamber tube and top stopper were placed over the entire 

fragment and plug, trapping some of the tank seawater inside the chamber. This process 

kept the coral fragment completely submerged in seawater and prevented any shocks due 

to rapid change in seawater temperature or exposure to air.  

With the coral fragment inside, the chamber then was attached to the respirometry 

setup (Fig. 3). The water flow rate was set at 30 ml min-1 by adjusting the stopcock 

position in the tubing, to gradually flush the retained seawater from the culture tank out 

of the chamber (~ 15 min for 440 ml chamber volume). During this initial water flushing, 

the coral fragment also was acclimated to the seawater temperature for its assigned trial. 

The water flow rate was adjusted to ~ 8-13 ml min-1 for the duration of ~ 2 hr incubation 

to measure net photosynthesis rate (after Jokiel and Coles 1977; Schutter et al. 2008; 

Hoogenboom et al. 2006). An adjustable LED light fixture (Model HYA05-LENS-

55*3W-B, Galaxyhydro) was set up lateral to the chamber to evenly expose the long axis 

of the coral fragment to irradiance (Fig. 3). Irradiance level was measured inside the 
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chamber by filling the chamber with seawater prior to trials, and inserting the probe of a 

Quantum Scalar Laboratory sensor (QSL-2101, Biospherical Instruments Inc.) into the 

chamber. The light then was adjusted so that 350 ± 20 mmol photons m-2 s-1 reached the 

chamber interior (approximate irradiance during the midday maximum on Florida coral 

reefs at ~ 18-23 m depth) (Lesser 2000). This irradiance level was ~ 2x that in the culture 

tanks (see above), so that the corals were exposed to irradiance conditions that mimicked 

those they would experience at midday on the coral reef, and thus photosynthesize at 

mid-day rates.  

Before each trial, both oxygen electrodes were calibrated with air-saturated 

seawater at the same temperature as in the chamber. After the coral fragment had 

acclimated for 2 hr inside the chamber with flowing seawater at the desired temperature, 

both the inflow and outflow oxygen levels were recorded every min for 30 min. Net 

photosynthesis rate then was calculated and normalized to coral surface area. In order to 

do this, the solubility factor of oxygen was determined for each trial at their experimental 

temperature based on the values from Dejours (1975). This converted the observed ΔO2 

from the O2 meter from torr to µmol L-1. Then the average ΔO2 value for the 30 min 

observation period was adjusted to water flow rates, and normalized to surface area of the 

coral fragment in order to obtain per-surface area rates similar to those reported in 

previous respirometry experiments on corals (Equation 1, after Anthony & Hoegh-

Guldberg 2003; Lesser 2000): 

 
Eq. 1  

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒  𝑂!   𝜇𝑚𝑜𝑙  𝐿!! ∗ 𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤  𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒   𝑚𝑙  𝑚𝑖𝑛!! ∗   60𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛  𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟  1000   𝑚𝑙𝐿 ∗ 𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡  𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎  (𝑐𝑚!)
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Respiration Rates  
 
 
 

Coral respiration rates were measured during the daytime by covering the 

respirometry chamber with blackout cloth to simulate dark conditions. This process 

yielded accurate coral nighttime respiration rates, because previous studies have revealed 

no significant difference between dark respiration rates measured during the daytime vs. 

nighttime for stony coral fragments (Muthiga and Szmant 1987). A respiration trial was 

run immediately after the photosynthesis trial for each fragment, while it was still in the 

chamber. The light fixture adjacent to the chamber was turned off and blackout cloth was 

wrapped completely around the chamber (after Coles and Jokiel 1977). The coral then 

was allowed to acclimate to dark conditions for 2 hr, by which time the oxygen levels 

appeared to re-stabilize. Then the oxygen inflow and outflow measurements were 

recorded every min for 30 min, similar to the photosynthesis trials, and respiration rate 

was calculated using the same equation (Eq. 1).  

At the end of each paired photosynthesis and respiration trial, seawater 

temperature inside the chamber was gradually returned to the culture tank temperature. 

The entire chamber with the fragment remaining inside was re-submerged in the culture 

tank, and left there for 10-20 min as the seawater within the chamber adjusted to the 

ambient tank temperature. This was done to minimize any temperature shocks to the 

corals after respirometry trials. With the respirometry chamber inside the culture tank, the 

coral was removed underwater. To prevent accumulation of microorganisms and biofilm 

that might affect future respirometry measurements, the plexiglass chamber was washed 
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with DI water and scrubbed thoroughly before the next trial. Effects of bacteria on 

respiration and photosynthesis measurements were considered to be negligible, because 

blank trials run in the chambers filled with seawater but lacking coral fragments showed 

almost no O2 flux between inflow and outflow electrodes.   

 

 

Coral size parameters 

 

Three types of size parameters were calculated for each coral fragment: buoyant 

weight (BW), estimated surface area (ESA), precise surface area (PSA). BW was 

determined each month for a period of 4-12 mo per fragment, depending on how long 

each was cultured in the laboratory (after Jokiel 1978). A weighing frame made of plastic 

egg crate grating was attached to a paper clip using thin nylon fishing line. This apparatus 

was submerged in a 40-L tank filled with seawater and hung using nylon line from the 

under-hook of an electric balance (Pioneer PA 2201, Ohaus) placed on a frame over the 

tank. Each coral fragment was placed gently onto the plastic weighing frame and its BW 

was recorded on the electronic balance to the nearest 0.1 g while the fragment remained 

submerged. This process appeared to cause minimal stress to the corals, because they all 

re-expanded their feeding polyps and ceased to produce excess mucus within a few 

minutes of being returned to their culture tanks.  

Immediately prior to the use of each fragment in a respirometry trial, its ESA was 

calculated using the equation for surface area of a cylinder shell surface, SA = 2 πhr, 

where SA = surface area, h = total length of the major and minor branches, and r = ½ 
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maximal diameter as measured near the fragment base (Fig. 3). This method was used 

because it provides similar coral surface area estimates to those obtained using advanced 

3D scanning techniques of the coral surface (Naumann et al. 2008), and past studies have 

used branch length and diameter measurements of Acropora fragments to obtain surface 

area estimates (Dennison and Barnes 1988). Given the limited number of specimens 

available for the present study, ESA was used as a proxy for PSA in estimating rates of 

photosynthesis and respiration, because PSA could not be calculated without sacrificing 

the fragments.  

After each fragment had been used in respirometry trials, it was sacrificed and its 

PSA was obtained. A Water Pik (Waterpik Water Flosser, Ultra, Rite Aid) was used to 

remove all live tissue from each fragment (after Johannes and Wiebe 1969; Richier et al. 

2003), then the cleaned coral skeletons were air-dried overnight. PSA was obtained using 

the tin foil method: the weight of tin foil required to completely cover each fragment was 

compared to the weight of tin foil required to cover an object with known surface area 

(after Marsh 1970). Three body size metrics were used to estimate the precise surface 

area of each fragment during respirometry trials (buoyant weight at time of trial, final 

buoyant weight, and final precise surface area), by assuming a proportional relationship 

between buoyant weight and surface area (Equation 2):  

 
Eq. 2 

𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎  (𝑐𝑚!)
𝑇𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙  𝐵𝑢𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑡  𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  (𝑔) =

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝑆𝑢𝑟𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑒  𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎  (𝑐𝑚!)
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙  𝐵𝑢𝑜𝑦𝑎𝑛𝑡  𝑤𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡  (𝑔) 
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Effects of stressors on net photosynthesis and respiration rates  
 
 
 

To determine effects of two types of stressors (temperature variation and tissue 

abrasion) on coral rates of net photosynthesis and respiration, corals were subjected to 

stress treatments prior to respirometry trials. Coral fragments were randomly assigned to 

each stress treatment, with some fragments exposed to multiple treatments due to the 

small number of fragments available for the study. Potential confounding effects from 

previous stress trials were accounted for in the statistical model (see statistical analyses 

below).  

 
 
 

Temperature 
 

 
 

Net photosynthesis and respiration rates were measured at four temperatures: 22, 

25, 28, and 30°C. We considered 25°C as the control temperature, because this was the 

temperature in the culture tanks, and is known to be the optimal temperature for tropical 

stony coral growth (Seveso et al. 2016; Lirman et al., 2011; Marshall and Clode, 2004; 

Precht and Aronson 2004; Hubbard 2015). The treatment temperatures were selected 

based on the temperature range recorded on coral reefs in Florida (US 

DOC/NOAA/NWS/ National Data Buoy Center). The bleaching threshold for corals 

typically occurs at 1-2°C above summer maximum temperatures (Baker et al. 2008; 

Jokiel and Coles 1990;Jokiel 2004; Hughes et al. 2008). Because the culture tanks were 

maintained at 25-26°C (and field conditions were the same temperature in the offshore 

Florida nurseries where the corals were before collection, see above), 28°C was 
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considered to be a threshold level for bleaching, and fragments were expected to show 

metabolic responses indicative of a bleaching event. Additionally, the extent of impacts 

from recent bleaching events in combination with IPCC models suggest that temperatures 

may rise beyond the 1-2°C bleaching threshold, hence 30°C was added to the temperature 

trials (Hughes et al. 2017; Baker et al. 2008; IPCC 2007). On the other end of the 

spectrum, we chose 22°C to reflect common minimum temperatures in the Florida Keys 

during winter months (US DOC/NOAA/NWS/ National Data Buoy Center).   

For the temperature stress treatments, the temperature of seawater flowing into the 

respirometry chamber was altered gradually, at < 0.5°C min-1, based on past studies 

(Coles and Jokiel 1977). This temperature adjustment allowed for an acclimation period 

of 20-40 min to the temperatures in the stress trials (22, 28, and 30°C), in addition to the 

2-hr incubation period within the respirometry chamber. The water in the chamber was 

checked every 15 min during temperature acclimation, by opening the top of the chamber 

and inserting a digital thermometer (Model: 9840, Taylor).  

 
When the chamber seawater reached the desired treatment temperature, it was 

resealed by reinserting the top stopper, and the coral was allowed to acclimate to the final 

temperature for 2 hr before oxygen levels were recorded. The chamber seawater 

temperature was rechecked again at the end of recording the oxygen flux values, to 

ensure that the treatment temperature had been maintained. A small beaker filled with DI 

water, a heater, and coils of the inflow tubing leading to the chamber served as a 

temperature bath to maintain the treatment temperature of seawater as it flowed from the 

upstream reservoir into the chamber (Fig. 3). Any trial in which the chamber temperature 

deviated from the treatment value by > 1°C was re-run. 
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Tissue abrasion  
 
 

To simulate the abrasion stress inflicted on corals when scuba divers and 

snorkelers scrape coral surfaces with their fins, hands, or other appendages (Zakai and 

Chadwick-Furman 2002, Krieger and Chadwick 2012), the coral fragments were abraded. 

To obtain preliminary information on how rates of coral healing from abrasion wounds 

varied with wound size, 4 randomly-selected fragments were manipulated. This provided 

information on the abrasion wound size to use for the stress treatments in the 

respirometry trials. Two types of preliminary abrasion wounds were created on the 

fragments: small (1.5 cm2 surface area) and large (5 cm2 surface area; n = 2 fragments 

each; approximate dimensions of each abraded area = 1 x 1.3 cm and 1.4 x 3.5 cm 

respectively). Abrasion wounds were created by scraping the coral surface with the blunt 

handle of a pair of metal forceps. Coral tissue was completely removed by scraping the 

coral until only the underlying white calcium carbonate skeleton was visible in the 

abraded area. The abraded area was along the midsection of the long axis of each 

fragment. Photographs of the abraded fragments were taken daily to gauge recovery time. 

Fragments were considered to have fully recovered when they had regained normal 

brown pigmentation and polyps were visible throughout the previously abraded area. 

Based on results of the preliminary trials (see Results for details), A. cervicornis 

fragments were selected randomly to have approximately 15-20% of their surface area 

abraded (= ~ 2.5-8.4 cm2 surface area, or wound dimensions of ~ 1 x 2.5 to 2 x 4.2 cm) to 

inflict enough stress to induce a physiological response, but not so much as to endanger 

fragment survival.  
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Infliction of the abrasion treatments was done within the culture tank, and the 

fragment then was allowed 72 hours recovery prior to respirometry trials. This allowed 

for any loose damaged tissue or excess mucus along the margins of the abraded area to 

disperse and be filtered out of the seawater in the culture tank. The dimensions of the 

abraded tissue area were measured to the nearest mm using calipers, and the abraded 

surface area (ASA) was calculated (= length x width of the wounded area). The ASA then 

was subtracted from ESA and PSA values when calculating photosynthesis and 

respiration rates, so that metabolic rates were reported per unit of live coral tissue; i.e., 

the calculations were corrected for the removed tissue, and measured only the oxygen 

fluxes of the coral surface that remained covered with living tissue.  

Fragments that had been abraded were assigned randomly to temperature 

treatments at 22, 25, 28, and 30°C, to test for interaction effects between the two types of 

stressors examined (temperature and abrasion).  

 
 
Statistical analyses 
 
 

To test for the effect of temperature on the metabolic rates of A. cervicornis 

fragments, a repeated measures ANOVA was run using the lme function within the nlme 

package of the statistical program R (R Core Team 2016). This nonlinear model included 

a random effect for individual fragment, to account for any variability contributed by a 

particular fragment being tested in multiple treatments; i.e., for a fragment used in trials 

at both 22°C and 28°C, any confounding effects of treatment order were accounted for in 

the model. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to test for variation in the metabolic 

rates of abraded fragments among temperatures, in a similar analysis to the one above. 
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Subsequently, both models were combined to test for interaction between the two stress 

variables of temperature and tissue abrasion. All three models were used to compare 

differences among photosynthetic rates, respiration, and P:R ratio in the stress treatments 

compared to the control treatments. Results are expressed as means ± 95% CI, unless 

otherwise indicated. 

 
 
Results 
 
 
 

Relationships among Fragment Size Parameters 
 

 
All 4 size parameters of the coral fragments (buoyant weight [BW], total length [TL], 

and estimated surface area [ESA] and precise surface area [PSA]) correlated significantly 

with each other (Fig. 4). The tightest correlation was between ESA and PSA, while the 

loosest correlation was between TL and BW. For each 1 cm2 increase in ESA, there was a 

0.89 ± 0.053 cm2 increase (n = 32) in PSA (d.f. = 30; p < 0.0001; r2 = 0.974; Fig. 4A), 

indicating that ESA slightly underestimated PSA, but that the two measures were highly 

correlated. For each 1 g increase in buoyant weight (BW), there was a 6.83 ± 0.83 cm2 

increase in PSA (d.f. = 30; p < 0.001; r2 = 0.902; Fig. 4B). As such, the correlation 

between BW and PSA, while significant, does not explain as much of the variation in 

PSA as does the relationship between ESA and PSA. For each 1 cm increase in TL, there 

was a 4.25 ± 0.29 cm2 increase in PSA (d.f. = 30; p < 0.001; r2 = 0.966; Fig. 4C), 

indicating a fairly tight correlation between TL and PSA. Additionally, for each 1 cm2 

increase in ESA, there was a 0.12 ± 0.013 g increase in BW (d.f. = 30; p < 0.001; r2 = 

0.92) (Fig. 4D), indicating that ESA could be used to estimate BW for certain fragments. 
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Also, for every 1 cm increase in TL, there was a 0.56 ± 0.078 g increase in BW (d.f. = 30; 

p < 0.01; r2 = 0.876; Fig. 4E). Therefore, ESA was a better indicator of BW than was TL 

for these coral fragments. These size relationships together indicate that it is possible to 

accurately predict the PSA of the coral fragments from their ESA measurements, and that 

their other relationships among size parameters are more loosely correlated. 

 
 

Coral Fragment Growth and Healing Rates 
 

 
The coral fragments that arrived from the Smithsonian Marine Station (SMS) in February 

2017 grew rapidly during the first several months under laboratory conditions, then their 

growth slowed and remained at lower but steady rates for up to 10 mo (Fig. 5A-C). Most 

fragments grew at ~ 0.1g mo-1 in terms of BW. Coral fragments that arrived from the 

Coral Restoration Foundation (CRF) in March 2018 also exhibited growth in the culture 

tanks, at rates of ~ 25% mass gain over 5 mo, equivalent to ~ 0.1-0.2 g mo-1, somewhat 

more rapid than the growth of the SMS fragments (Fig. 6A-E). Due to the irregular shape 

of many of the fragments, growth rates as measured by TL appeared to be an inaccurate 

method to assess short-term growth; the TL of some of the fragments decreased slightly 

among monthly measurements, even though they gained mass as recorded by BW, so 

their growth rates were not reported in TL.  

Within 3-4 wk after arrival to the laboratory, the coral fragments produced 

calcareous skeleton and soft tissue that extended onto the ceramic plugs at their bases 

(Fig. 2). Feeding polyps remained continually expanded on ~ 75% of the 26 SMS 

fragments, and 100% of the 23 CRF fragments (Fig. 2). Fragments that grew rapidly 
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exhibited white or pale polyps at the fragment branch tip, whereas those that grew more 

slowly often exhibited terminal polyps that were darker in color. 

The CRF fragments varied in their growth patterns among culture tanks. All 

fragments in culture tank #4 (n = 6) exhibited dark color (C4, D4 or darker), active polyp 

extension, and white branch tips throughout the duration of the study, and they grew the 

most of the 26 CRF fragments. Based on this observation, the other 20 CRF fragments 

then were transferred out of culture tanks in a separate room, and into the culture tanks 

(7-9 fragments total per tank x 3 tanks) in the same room as tank #4, after which they 

exhibited improved health (color and polyp extension) as well as growth at a rate 

comparable to that in tank #4. This transfer occurred prior to respiration trials, therefore 

we assumed no tank effect in the respirometry results, although there may have been a 

tank effect in the early fragment growth trends.  

Preliminary observations indicated that relatively large abrasion wounds (5 cm2 

surface area) fully recovered in ~ 45 days (range = 40-47 d, n = 2 fragments, Fig. 8), 

while smaller abrasion wounds (1.5 cm2) fully recovered in only ~ 32 days (31-39 days, n 

= 2 fragments, Fig. 9). As such, abrasion wound size for the main experiment was set at 

15-20% of the coral’s total surface area (~ 2.5-8.4 cm2 surface area, or wound dimensions 

of ~ 1.0 x 2.5 to 2.0 x 4.2 cm). The larger wound size was used for abrasion treatments so 

that enough stress was inflicted to induce a detectable physiological response, while still 

allowing for complete wound healing within 2 mo.  
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Coral Respiration and Photosynthesis 
 
 

Effects of temperature 
 
 

There was a significant interaction effect between temperature and abrasion (p < 

0.01) on rates of photosynthesis by the coral fragments, so the abraded vs. non-abraded 

fragments were analyzed separately in terms of their photosynthetic rates. Conversely, 

there was no significant interaction effect between temperature and abrasion on either 

coral respiration rates (p = 0.70) or their ratios of photosynthesis to respiration (P:R 

ratios, p = 0.44).  

In the non-abraded (control) trials (n = 65), rates of photosynthesis peaked at 

25°C and decreased as temperature increased or decreased (Fig. 7a; Table 2). Seawater 

temperature of 25°C thus was assumed to be the thermal optimum for photosynthesis in 

cultured fragments of A. cervicornis, with a net photosynthetic rate of 1.14 ± 0.08 µmol 

O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1. Corals incubated at relatively low temperature (22°C) produced only 

0.67 ± 0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, representing a significant decline in oxygen production 

of 41% less than that at the 25°C thermal optimum (p < 0.001). Corals exposed to 

relatively high temperature (28°C) likewise produced only 0.47 ± 0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 

hr-1, representing even greater decline (59%) from the rate at 25°C (significantly less; p < 

0.001). A. cervicornis fragments exposed to extremely high temperature (30°C) 

significantly depressed their photosynthetic rates even further, to 0.21 ± 0.12 µmol O2 L-1 

cm-2 hr-1, corresponding to an 82% decrease from maximal values at the 25°C thermal 

optimum (p < 0.001). The net photosynthetic rate of corals at extremely high temperature 
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(30°C) was significantly lower (by 69%) than that at relatively low temperature (22°C; p 

< 0.001). 

In contrast to the pattern observed for coral net photosynthesis, the respiration rate 

increased linearly with temperature (Fig. 7b; Table 1), at a more gradual rate than 

changes in photosynthesis. Corals incubated at the 25°C thermal optimum for 

photosynthesis consumed oxygen at a rate of 0.57 ± 0.08 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1. At the 

relatively low temperature of 22°C, they exhibited oxygen consumption of only 0.33 ± 

0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, significantly lower than that at 25°C (by 42%, p < 0.05). 

Respiration at the high temperature of 28°C increased to 0.72 ± 0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-

1, which was only a 27% increase from that at 25°C, and therefore only slightly and not 

significantly greater than at 25°C (p = 0.157). At extremely high temperature (30°C), 

respiration reached its highest observed value of 0.81 ± 0.12 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, 

representing a significant increase of 42% over that at the 25°C thermal optimum for 

photosynthesis (p < 0.05). As such, respiration rates at both levels of high temperature 

(28 and 30°C) were significantly greater than at low temperature (22°C). Corals 

incubated at 28°C consumed 118% more than those incubated at 22°C (p < 0.005), and at 

30°C, they consumed 145% more than when incubated at 22°C (p < 0.001).  

Based on the above patterns, the ratio of photosynthesis to respiration (P:R ratio) 

exhibited by the coral fragments decreased significantly with temperature. Corals 

incubated at low temperature (22°C) had P:R ratios as high as ~3:1, which decreased 

approximately linearly to P:R ratios < 1:1 at both of the high temperatures (28 and 30°C, 

Fig. 7c). The highest P:R ratio was 2.54 ± 0.39, and recorded at low temperature (22°C; 

Fig. 7c; Table 1). Although not significantly different, the mean was 22% higher than for 
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the P:R ratio at 25°C, which was only 2.08 ± 0.26 (p = 0.243). Fragments at 28°C further 

decreased their P:R ratio to 0.70, dipping below the metabolic equilibrium of P:R = 1. As 

such, P:R at 28°C was 66% less than at 25°C, significantly lower (p < 0.001). The lowest 

P:R ratio was exhibited by corals incubated at the highest temperature (30°C), which was 

only 0.30 ± 0.41. This corresponded to a significant decline of 86% from P:R at 25°C (p 

< 0.001). The P:R ratio also differed significantly between 22°C and 28°C, and between 

22°C and 30°C. When incubated at 28°C, the coral fragments exhibited a P:R ratio 73% 

less than at 22°C (p < 0.005); and when at the highest examined temperature of 30°C, 

their P:R ratio was 88% less than that at the lowest temperature (22°C, p < 0.001).  

 
Effects of Tissue Abrasion  
 

In a pattern that contrasted with that of non-abraded control fragments, 

photosynthesis rates of the abraded fragments did not peak at medium temperature 

(25°C) but instead decreased gradually with temperature (Fig. 7a; Table 2). Fragments of 

A. cervicornis that had sustained 15% tissue abrasion exhibited net photosynthetic rates 

of only 0.46 ± 0.10 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1 when incubated at the moderate temperature of 

25°C. This was not significantly different from the net photosynthetic rate of those 

incubated at the cooler temperature of 22°C, which was 0.51 ± 0.12 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, 

representing only an 11% increase in mean oxygen production (p = 0.66). Their net 

photosynthetic rates decreased further at elevated temperatures (28 and 30°C), to very 

low values of 0.047 ± 0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1 and 0.16 ± 0.11 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, 

respectively. Thus, abraded fragments at 28°C exhibited the lowest net photosynthetic 

rates, with a significant decline of 90% from those at 25°C (p < 0.005). While corals at 

30°C did not exhibit the lowest mean photosynthetic rate, there was a significant decline 
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of 64% from the moderate temperature of 25°C (p < 0.05). There was no significant 

difference between 28°C and 30°C, in terms of net photosynthetic rates (p = 0.33).  

Due to these large depressions in the net photosynthetic rate of the abraded corals 

relative to those that had not been abraded, during some of the temperature treatments, 

the abraded fragments photosynthesized at significantly lower rates per unit live tissue 

area (that is, of their remaining non-abraded tissue) than did the non-abraded control 

fragments (Fig. 7a). At 25°C, the abraded fragments photosynthesized at rates that were 

significantly less than exhibited by non-abraded control fragments (p < 0.05), 

representing a 60% decline in oxygen production by A. cervicornis fragments that had 

suffered tissue abrasion, despite being incubated in seawater at the thermal optimum for 

photosynthesis of 25°C. At 28°C, the abraded corals exhibited an even larger impairment 

of net oxygen production, in that they produced 91% less than did the non-abraded 

fragments (p < 0.01). There was no significant difference in photosynthetic rate between 

corals in the abrasion and control treatments, at either 22 or 30°C (p = 0.19 and 0.30, 

respectively).  

In terms of respiration rates, similar to the pattern observed for non-abraded 

control fragments, the abraded A. cervicornis fragments increased respiration linearly 

with temperature (Fig. 7b; Table 2). Abraded corals exposed to the lowest temperature of 

22°C exhibited the lowest respiration rate of 0.39 ± 0.14 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1, while at 

25°C, abraded fragments had respiration of 0.59 ± 0.13 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1. Thus, the 

colder temperature lowered mean oxygen consumption by 35%, but this difference was 

not significant (p = 0.14). On the other hand, abraded corals at 28°C exhibited greatly 

increased respiration rates of 0.97 ± 0.13 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1. Compared to abrasion 
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trials at 25°C, respiration was significantly higher, elevated by 63% (p < 0.01). Even 

further, the highest temperature of 30°C caused the highest rate of coral respiration at 

0.98 ± 0.13 µmol O2 L-1 cm-2 hr-1. The fragments with abrasion, when exposed to high 

temperature, respired at a mean rate that was 66% than that at 25°C (p < 0.01).      

 In terms of pairwise comparisons among temperatures, the mean respiration of 

abraded corals at 28°C was 151% higher than at 22°C, a significant increase in oxygen 

consumption (p < 0.001). This pattern continued as the corals exposed to 30°C respired at 

mean rate that was 155% more than at 22°C, corresponding to a significant increase in 

oxygen demand (p < 0.001).  

When comparing abraded to non-abraded (control) coral fragments, the abraded 

corals respired on average more per unit tissue area than did the non-abraded corals at all 

incubation temperatures, and this difference increased with temperature level (Fig. 9b). 

The difference between control and abraded fragments was not as pronounced for 

respiration as it was for photosynthesis, in that only at 28°C was there a significant 

difference between the abrasion treatments, with abraded fragments consuming 

significantly more oxygen (by 35% on average) than did non-abraded fragments (p < 

0.05). Further analysis with a multivariate model accounting for random effects by 

fragment did not detect any significant differences between the non-abraded fragments 

and those that had abrasions treatments, when tested at the same temperature (22°C, p = 

0.79; 25°C, p = 0.16; and 30°C, p = 0.45).  

Based on the above patterns, the ratio of photosynthesis to respiration (P:R ratio) 

exhibited by the abraded fragments decreased significantly with temperature, similarly to 

the overall trend for non-abraded fragments (Fig. 7c; Table 2). However, P:R was much 
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lower at all temperatures in abraded than non-abraded corals. For abraded corals, it was 

greater than 1:1 only at 22 and 25°C. The P:R ratio for abraded A. cervicornis fragments 

incubated at 25°C was only 1.11 ± 0.25, barely above the compensation point of P:R = 1. 

The highest average for abraded corals was at 22°C, with a P:R of 1.81 ± 0.30. This 

equated to a 63% increase over that at 25°C, and was significantly greater (p < 0.05). 

However, at 28°C, abraded coral fragments had a P:R well below 1, representing only 

0.13 ± 0.29, in part because during some trials the corals had negative net photosynthetic 

rates, with overall oxygen consumption even under light conditions. This was an 89% 

decline in P:R, a significant decrease when compared to that for abraded corals at 25°C (p 

< 0.005). The P:R of abraded corals at 30°C was slightly higher, at 0.34 ± 0.30, but was 

not significantly different from that at 28°C (p = 0.51). Abraded fragments at 30°C 

demonstrated a significant decrease in P:R compared to that at 25°C, with a 70% decline 

(p < 0.05).  The energy balance of abraded corals remained above compensation point 

only at the 2 cooler temperatures examined, and were well below compensation (P:R ~ 

1:1) in terms of their metabolic energy ratios, at both of the warmer temperatures 

examined.  

Due to the depressed photosynthesis and augmented respiration rates in abraded 

corals, at some temperatures these fragments exhibited significantly lower P:R ratios than 

did their non-abraded counterparts. At the thermal optimum of 25°C, abraded fragments 

had P:R values that were significantly less than those of non-abraded corals (p < 0.005). 

This represented a 47% reduction in energy availability to the holobiont when abraded vs. 

when not abraded. A similar trend was found for the trials at 28 °C, wherein abraded 

corals had a significantly lower P:R than non-abraded fragments (p < 0.005), 
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corresponding to an even larger 82% decrease in P:R ratio between the control (non-

abraded) and abraded fragments. On the other hand, there was no significant difference 

between non-abraded and abraded fragments at either 22°C (p = 0.682) or 30°C (p = 

0.136) in terms of their P:R values.  

Overall, the results revealed significant effects of both temperature and tissue 

abrasion on the per-unit tissue area rates of all metabolic parameters examined 

(photosynthesis, respiration, and P:R ratio), with some interaction effects between the 2 

types of stressors.  

 

Discussion 

 

General comments 

 
We show here that under laboratory conditions, photosynthetic rates of the 

endangered branching coral Acropora cervicornis peak at moderate coral reef seawater 

temperatures (~25°C) but that respiration rates increase linearly with temperature, such 

that in undamaged colonies the photosynthesis to respiration ratio (P:R) falls below the 

energy compensation threshold level of 1:1 above ~ 28°C. In addition, our results 

indicate that tissue abrasion stress, such as that caused by recreational divers, compounds 

the impacts of temperature stress on metabolic processes, and causes these corals to fall 

well below energy compensation at 28 °C, which is only 2-3°C higher than their 

acclimated temperature, enhancing their vulnerability to the effects of global climate 

change. Interaction between these two types of stressors (temperature and tissue abrasion) 

indicates that while extreme temperatures pose a threat to the metabolic energy gain of 
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the coral holobiont, abrasion of the living tissue from even 15% of the colony surface 

significantly reduces the net photosynthetic output per unit area of remaining tissue. The 

level of physiological impairment due to tissue abrasion was most extreme at moderate 

temperature (25°C), where net photosynthetic rates were diminished to less than half 

(only ~ 37%) those of non-abraded corals. Abraded corals respired more per unit area of 

remaining tissue than did non-abraded corals, and this effect increased with temperature. 

Overall, abrasion stress compounded the effects of temperature stress, causing the corals 

to fail to meet their metabolic energy requirements at warmer temperatures. These results 

have implications for the local management of reef-based tourism, in that coral reefs 

exposed to high levels of diving tourism could be significantly more vulnerable to the 

effects of climate change, through the physiological impacts of non-intentional diver 

abrasion of coral tissues. Conversely, sustainable management of reef tourism to limit 

coral abrasion rates could render reefs more resilient to climate change.  

 
  

Coral size parameter correlations and growth rates 
 

 
The strong correlation observed here between coral surface area estimates obtained 

through two major methods, the tin foil method (Marsh 1970) and the geometric equation 

method (Naumann et al. 2009), indicate that non-invasive geometric equations can fairly 

accurately estimate the size of coral branches. The tin foil method, similar to several 

other types of coral surface area measurement techniques, requires sacrificing the coral, 

whereas for corals with cylindrical branches, the dimensions of the branch’s cylinder 

shell surface (SA = 2 πhr; see details in Methods) can be measured easily with only 

minimal disturbance to the live coral. Naumann et al. (2009) confirmed that for branching 
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corals in particular, the geometric equation provides surface area approximations that are 

similar to advanced surface area determination techniques such as 3D scanning. 

Therefore, researchers who work with branch fragments of corals could effectively 

normalize their physiological and other data to unit surface area using this non-invasive 

method. The use of this size estimation technique prolongs the lifespan of laboratory 

specimens, allowing researchers to utilize them for additional studies and thereby 

reducing the number of corals that need to be harvested from wild populations on coral 

reefs, or grown in coral nurseries, for laboratory research. Studies that measure 

physiological and other processes in situ on coral reefs also could employ this method 

with limited disturbance to corals, especially for small colonies with only a few branches 

or relatively simple body shapes. Given the current threats to coral reefs and the 

governmental regulations that limit the collection especially of endangered coral species, 

the efficient use of specimens can be enhanced by these types of measurement methods, 

thereby improving the conservation of corals used in scientific research.    

The correlation between precise surface area (PSA) and total length (TL) of the coral 

fragments was the second strongest correlation among the biometric variables. Because 

TL was used in the estimated surface area (ESA) calculation, the additional step of 

measuring maximal branch fragment diameter would be ideal for laboratory studies. 

However, in the field where branching corals are typically more complex and maximal 

branch diameter could be difficult to identify and measure, using TL as a proxy for PSA 

would be the next best noninvasive method. Although the other correlations among 

fragment size parameters were significant, the low r2 values indicate that not much of the 

variation in the data can be explained by buoyant weight (BW). Thus, while BW 
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provided information on the growth rates of the examined laboratory fragments across 

time, we do not recommend using it as a proxy for PSA to normalize physiological 

measurements.  

Observed increases in the BW of coral fragments during the present study indicated 

that their physiological condition supported body growth throughout several months of 

laboratory culture, so they were meeting their metabolic energy needs with enough 

surplus for growth. These corals thus were in robust health and served as reliable 

specimens for ex situ laboratory-based measurements of photosynthetic and respiration 

rates. The rates of both processes reported here were within the range of those reported 

from past studies on the metabolic rates of scleractinian corals, from both laboratory and 

field studies (Table 3).  

 
 
 

Rates of net photosynthesis  
 

 
Our results show that in terms of net photosynthetic rate, A. cervicornis performs 

optimally at a seawater temperature of ~ 25°C, and that although photosynthesis declined 

slightly at the cooler temperature examined (22°C), the decline was more pronounced at 

relatively high temperatures (28-30°C). Other studies also have documented that tropical 

coral photosynthesis peaks at moderate coral reef seawater temperatures of 25-27°C, and 

declines from this maximum at both cooler (22-24°C) and warmer temperatures (< 30°C) 

(Table 3; also Saxby et al. 2003). There thus appears to be a thermal optimum at 

moderate tropical seawater temperature for net photosynthesis in reef corals, which varies 

somewhat among coral reef regions; deviations from this optimum result in impaired 
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rates of coral primary productivity (Lesser 1997; Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2010; Ultstrup et al. 

2011).  

Because our laboratory culture tanks were maintained at 25-26°C, and the source 

colonies for our corals also were exposed to those temperatures (see Methods), the corals 

used here may have been acclimatized to that seawater temperature, leading to their 

exhibiting optimum photosynthesis at 25°C, as known from past studies (Coles and 

Brown 2003; Howells et al. 2013). However, this temperature range appears to be 

optimal for tropical coral culture in general, as previous work in laboratory settings has 

documented that many tropical corals grow most rapidly at ~ 26-27°C (Seveso et al. 

2016; Clausen and Roth 1975; Jokiel and Coles 1977; Marshall and Clode 2004; 

Marshall and Clode, 2004; Precht and Aronson 2004; Hubbard 2015). Our observation of 

impaired photosynthetic output at extreme seawater temperatures parallels the known 

pattern of enhanced coral bleaching (expulsion of microalgae) at extreme sea surface 

temperature (SST; at both high and lower than average field temperatures) on coral reefs 

worldwide. A 1-2°C spike in summer average SST often leads to increased frequency of 

coral bleaching on reefs (Cook et al. 1990; Fitt et al. 1993; Podesta & Glynn, 2001; 

Brown, 1997; Hughes et al. 2017), and cooler temperatures also can cause bleaching on 

tropical reefs (Lirman et al. 2011; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2005).  

These patterns suggest that impaired net photosynthesis of the microalgae harbored 

by corals is one of the physiological mechanisms related to coral colony bleaching at 

extreme temperatures. Stress to the cellular processes involved in coral photosynthesis 

has been postulated as the reason for the accumulation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) 

and expulsion of Symbiodinium that occur during bleaching (Brown 2002; Warner et al. 
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1999; Weis 2008; Cunning and Baker; Smith et al. 2005; Jones et al. 1997; Lesser 2006; 

Tchernov et al. 2004; Chipuk and Green 2008; Lorenzo et al. 1999; Brune et al. 1999; 

Dunn et al. 2007). At the cellular level, breakdown in the function of photosystem II 

(PSII) and its repair mechanisms at extreme temperatures (Warner et al. 1999; Jones et 

al. 1997; Douglas 2003; Weiss 2008; Takahashi et al. 2004; Venn et al. 2008) likely 

contributed to the temperature-related patterns of coral photosynthesis observed here.  

Our results revealed major impairment of net photosynthesis in corals with abraded 

tissues, in that abraded corals incubated at 25°C exhibited photosynthesis rates that were 

only ~ 1/3 (37%) those of non-abraded corals at the same temperature. These findings 

indicate that even when these corals are not under thermal stress, tissue abrasion of only 

15% of the colony surface significantly undermines the coral’s ability to meet metabolic 

demands through photosynthesis. Additionally, corals exposed to 28°C exhibited net 

consumption of oxygen under daytime irradiance conditions, rather than the typical 

oxygen production response expected from photosynthetic organisms. Because the flow 

through respirometer used in these experiments measured net photosynthesis (i.e.: gross 

photosynthesis – daytime respiration), this would suggest that daytime coral respiration 

masked any photosynthetic output from the corals with abrasions at this temperature.  

When exposed to abrasion stress, the coral fragments exhibited their highest mean 

photosynthetic rate at 22°C, but this rate was not significantly different from that at 25°C. 

While coral photosynthesis rates at high temperature have been well documented (Lesser 

et al. 1997; Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2010; Ulstrup et al. 2011), the effects of relatively low 

temperature are not as well understood. Differences in photosynthesis rate between the 

undamaged and abraded corals at both 22°C and 25°C also were not significant, but the 
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mean level of reduction in photosynthesis rate between abraded vs. non-abraded corals 

was less at 22°C than 25°C. This pattern may relate to the respiration rates of abraded 

corals being lower at 22°C than at 25°C, leading to lower relative values of net 

photosynthesis.  

 
Respiration 
 

 
The coral respiration rates observed here increased linearly with seawater temperature, 

with the warmest examined conditions yielding the highest oxygen consumption rates, at 

values similar to those reported from previous studies on coral respiration rates (Table 3). 

This temperature-dependent pattern has been observed in other tropical stony corals 

examined to date, in that respiration rate appears to increase with temperature also in 

Turbinaria reniformis, Pocillopora damicornis (Ultstrup et al. 2011; Abdulmohsin and 

Floos 2013), Stylophora pistillata (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2010), Siderastrea siderea 

(Muthiga and Szmant 1987), and Agaricia tenuifolia (Lesser 1997). Augmented coral 

respiration rate during dark conditions at relatively high temperature is coupled with 

cellular stress responses in which corals typically exhibit initial up-regulation of heat-

shock proteins (HSPs) and antioxidants, both of which require energy consumption 

(Seveso et al. 2014; Rosic et al. 2011; Desalvo et al. 2010; Mayer 2010; Richier et al. 

2006; Brown et al. 2002; Downs et al. 2002; Császár et al. 2009). HSPs often act as 

chaperone proteins, working to sustain or repair the quaternary structure of proteins that 

may become compromised from denaturation at high temperatures (reviewed in Kregel 

2002; Richier et al. 2004; Sorensen et al. 2003). The antioxidants produced by heat-

stressed corals are molecules that can mitigate the accumulation of ROS as a result of 
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overactive photosynthetic pathways and the subsequent breakdown of PSII, as described 

above (Richier et al. 2006; Brown et al. 2002; Downs et al. 2002; Császár et al. 2009). 

Therefore, it is likely that the increased oxygen consumption rates at relatively high 

temperature observed in the present study were caused in part by a thermally induced 

stress response, wherein fragments of A. cervicornis enhanced the energetically-

expensive production of HSPs and antioxidants. Further research is needed to determine 

patterns of correlation and cause-effect relationships between coral respiration rates and 

the production of HSP and antioxidants. 

The observed rates of oxygen consumption between non-abraded and abraded 

corals differed significantly only at 28°C, indicating that at some temperatures, the 

effects of coral abrasion may not be manifested through changes in coral respiratory rate. 

However, at the warmer temperatures examined (28 and 30°C), the mean respiratory rate 

of abraded corals was higher than that of non-abraded fragments in contrast to no clear 

difference at cooler temperatures (22 and 25°C), suggesting that more extensive testing or 

large sample sizes may reveal an effect of temperature on differences in respiration rates 

between abrasion treatments. At relatively low temperatures, tissue abrasion may have 

less negative impact overall on coral physiology, as discussed above in terms of effects 

on photosynthesis rate.  

The respiration rates reported here from daytime measurements of corals in 

darkened chambers likely are representative of nocturnal rates, because our preliminary 

trials revealed that dark respiration rates of A. cervicornis as measured in both the day 

and nighttime were similar, and thus that these corals did not appear to exhibit any clear 

circadian rhythm of respiration. This pattern is similar to that reported by Muthiga and 
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Szmant (1987), who found that the respiratory rates of individual colonies of Siderastrea 

siderea during daytime and nighttime were not significantly different.  

 

 
Ratio of Photosynthesis to Respiration (P:R)  
 

 
As described in the classic publication by Coles and Jokiel (1977), the P:R ratio is 

a dimensionless number that can be used as an indicator for the overall energy budget of 

the coral holobiont, regardless of biomass and size differences among corals. 

Examination of the P:R ratio thus is useful for understanding how photosynthetic 

organisms meet their metabolic energy demands under stress conditions. The values 

obtained here for P:R ratios of A. cervicornis fragments were consistent with those 

reported from previous studies on stony corals, although it is worth noting that a wide 

range of values have been reported in the literature (Table 3).  

For non-abraded coral fragments, P:R decreased almost linearly with temperature 

(Fig 9B), and the corals at 22°C exhibited the highest mean value at 3.19 due to their 

exhibiting the lowest respiration rates, indicating that their energy needs were more than 

met through photosynthesis. P:R dipped below 1 at warmer temperatures (28 and 30°C) 

in the non-abraded fragments, revealing that their microalgae were producing less organic 

matter than required for cellular respiration of the coral holobiont (Coles and Jokiel 

1977). These data suggest that healthy, undamaged fragments of A. cervicornis are 

unable to meet their metabolic requirements when exposed to the bleaching threshold 

temperatures known for coral reefs (1-2°C above mean summer SST; Cook et al. 1990; 

Fitt et al. 1993; Brown, 1997; Hughes et al. 2017). Previous studies have reported similar 
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patterns, wherein P:R ratios were reduced at elevated temperatures in other species of 

corals including Agaricia tenuifolia (Lesser 1997); Stylophora pistillata, Turbinaria 

reniformis, Galaxea fascicularis (Ferrier-Pagès et al. 2010); Pocillopora damicornis, 

Montipora verrucosa, Porites compressa, and Fungia scutaria (Coles and Jokiel 1977). 

Based on the present study, the reduction in P:R ratio with temperature in stony 

corals appears to result from a significant decrease in photosynthetic activity as 

temperature increases. Because net photosynthesis declines far more rapidly than dark 

respiration increase with temperature, this pattern suggests that a breakdown in the 

photosynthetic pathway causes energy disequilibrium in corals exposed to thermal stress.   

When exposed to tissue abrasion, the examined corals exhibited a similar trend in 

P:R ratios with temperature, but at far lower ratios than those of non-abraded corals. At 

relatively cool temperature (22°C), net oxygen production was greater than consumption, 

indicating that energy demands were being met. However, even at 25°C, the “control” 

temperature, mean P:R ~ 1, suggesting that even in optimal acclimated conditions, 

abraded fragments generated barely enough energy for tissue repair.  

 Of greater concern is the observed pattern at relatively warm temperatures (28 

and 30°C) of damaged corals exhibiting net oxygen consumption even at high light 

levels, suggesting that if a colony becomes abraded prior to a rise in coral reef seawater 

temperature, it could be catastrophic for the colony in terms of meeting its metabolic 

requirements. Both types of stressors applied here place augmented energy demands on 

corals, in terms of repairing tissue and re-growing the underlying calcium carbonate 

skeleton after abrasion, and in terms of cellular responses to combat the breakdown of the 

photosynthetic pathway and buildup of ROS after extreme temperature stress.  Due to the 
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significant interaction effect between these two stressors on photosynthetic rates in A. 

cervicornis, it appears from an energetic standpoint that if these corals are exposed to 

diver damage, they become even more vulnerable to starvation in the event of a rise in 

sea temperature.  

 
Limitations of the study 
 
 

Several limitations of the present study may have affected the results presented 

here. The flow rate (8-13 ml/min) through the respiratory chamber was relatively slow, 

and the setup lacked a stir bar to enhance water flow rate inside the chamber, in contrast 

to the conditions in some previously published studies on coral metabolic rates (Table 1). 

A stir bar was not used because it was not logistically possible to insert one easily in the 

small chamber with the coral ceramic plug attached to the chamber base. A higher water 

flow rate through the chamber also was not employed, because of the sensitivity of the 

oxygen electrodes. Water flow rate is a matter of concern in this type of study, because 

water flow and turbulence shape coral reef ecosystems, and as such, these variables 

influence growth, mortality, reproductive rates and even photosynthesis and respiration in 

coral species (Davies 1983; Jokiel 1978; Patterson 1985; Dennison and Barnes 1988). 

Methodology in studies measuring the physiological parameters of stony corals has been 

far from uniform. Both flow-through (or unidirectional) and static (or closed) 

respirometry systems have been employed to quantify the metabolic rates of corals, with 

the latter sometimes but not always utilizing a stir bar (Table 1). The thickness of the 

boundary layer that surrounds object in fluids is inversely related to water flow rate; the 

greater the flow, the thinner the boundary layer. In corals, an accumulation of O2 at the 
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coral surface due to a thick boundary layer may result in an inhibition of photosynthetic 

activity (Crossland & Barnes, 1977l; Black et al., 1976; Dennison and Barnes 1988). Stir 

bars and increased water flow can reduce the boundary layer surrounding organisms in 

respirometry experiments. Dennison and Barnes (1988) found that both photosynthetic 

and respiratory rates of Acropora formosa were ~ 25% lower in unstirred trials, but 

suggested that protruding calices could increase turbulence along a fragment and increase 

the surface area available for gas exchange. Given the rugosity of branch fragments of 

Acropora spp. (Fig. 3; Fig. 10), a closer look at stirred and unstirred, as well as low flow 

and high flow conditions in respirometry experiments could further clarify the extent to 

which their rates of photosynthesis and respiration vary with these factors. However, 

because the metabolic rates reported here are within the range of those reported in past 

studies on corals of this genus (Table 3), it is unlikely that they were substantially altered 

by our experimental water flow conditions.   

 The limited number of genotypes (6) examined here, and variation among them, 

also potentially could inaccurately reflect patterns for the entire species of Acropora 

cervicornis. However, the present study examined the largest sample size (26 different 

coral fragments, 65 non-abrasion respirometry trials, and 40 abrasion trials) and 

genotypic diversity (6 distinct genotypes) of published respirometry studies on any coral 

species (Table 3). Most published studies have examined a sample size of 10 or fewer 

coral fragments total, and most do not describe the genotypic diversity of the fragments. 

Further, in previous studies it has been common practice to collect fragments from a 

single mother colony, thereby limiting the number of genotypes used in measurements — 

this may be due to difficulty in obtaining permits for field collection (Table 3). Rates of 
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expansion of the coral polyps and their tentacles varied among the A. cervicornis 

fragments used here for respirometry trials, and in particular, the fragments belonging to 

one of the genotypes exhibited low levels of polyp expansion, in which the polyps 

remained contracted most of the time. Corals with small polyps such as A. cervicornis 

have been suggested to exhibit more effective autotrophy than those with large polyps 

(Drew 1973), but more heterotrophic corals may in fact be more resilient to bleaching 

(Grottoli et al. 2006), suggesting a trade-off between these 2 coral types as ocean 

temperatures rise. We observed relatively low photosynthetic rates of the A. cervicornis 

fragments that had little polyp extension (ie: contracted polyps; Fig. 10) suggesting that 

this relationship may be a sign of diminished resilience to thermal stress in relation to the 

other genotypes examined here, which expanded their polyps more (Fig. 10). Further 

research is needed about how this behavioral variation relates to photosynthesis and 

respiration rates; if routinely contracted corals are more sensitive to stressors, then coral 

expansion level could provide a visual indicator in addition to overall colony color level, 

as to the vulnerability of coral colonies to stressors.  

 

Broader Impacts and Conclusions 
 
 

Results from the current study have several implications for the conservation 

management of coastal ecosystems, especially tropical coral reefs. They show that even 

minor tissue abrasion to reef-building coral colonies (< 15% of the colony surface) can 

severely limit their capacity to meet energetic demands, even more so when accompanied 

by the thermal stress that is affecting coral reefs worldwide. As ecotourism and 

recreational diving become increasingly popular, more divers than ever are visiting the 
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world’s coral reefs (Ong and Musa 2011; Abidin and Mohamed 2014). However, both 

SCUBA diving and snorkeling can directly damage reef corals via enhanced 

sedimentation, tissue abrasion and skeletal fracture, in addition to indirectly enhancing 

the predation rates of corallivorous reef organisms (Hawkins and Roberts 1992; Zakai 

and Chadwick-Furman 2002; Guzner et al. 2010). Branching corals experience greater 

diver-caused damage relative to their abundance than do corals with other growth forms 

on reefs (Hawkins and Roberts 1992).  

In extreme cases, the unsustainable practices of local dive operators, coupled with 

high rates of diver visitation, cause visible degradation of reef health and physical 

complexity (Davenport and Davenport 2006; Guzner et al. 2010; Abidin and Mohamed 

2014; Lamb et al. 2014; Gil et al. 2015). Our data demonstrate how the energetic balance 

and vulnerability to heat stress of corals may be affected by diver-caused abrasion to 

coral surfaces.  

Snorkeling and SCUBA diving certification courses generate ~ 1 million new 

recreational divers each year, due in part to increases in the affordability and accessibility 

of dive training courses around the world (Davenport and Davenport 2006). The 

development of local businesses focused on diving services may provide significant 

economic means for many communities in island- and developing-nations, allowing these 

areas to improve their livelihoods in a potentially sustainable manner. The degree of 

sustainability of such activities, however, depends on whether they are managed in ways 

that do not degrade their coral reef resource base, through the provision of adequate 

educational infrastructure and regulation of reef diving. The results presented here on 

how temperature and abrasion status impact coral P:R ratios provide scientific support for 
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the development of targeted reef conservation management strategies by dive operators 

and reef managers. At the coldest temperature examined here (22°C), abraded fragments 

had a net photosynthesis to respiration ratio (P:R) of ~ 1.8, indicating that during the 

winter months with colder water temperatures on reefs, coral fragments may be able to 

meet their energy demands despite tissue damage. As such, these measurements provide 

evidence that in colder temperatures, respiration and net photosynthetic rates in coral 

allow for an energy surplus that can be devoted to tissue repair. Therefore, in an effort to 

become more sustainable and maintain the overall health of coral reefs, dive operators 

and coastal managers could incentivize winter diving by tourists. While education and 

dive briefings may be useful for reducing damage to benthic organisms, some 

unintentional tissue abrasion to corals from the equipment of divers visiting coral reefs is 

inevitable. However, lowering the prices for dive trips during colder months and 

increasing them during warmer months could incentivize winter diving and lessen the 

impact of such damage, because damaged corals may be more able to meet their energy 

demands for healing at relatively low temperatures. Given the ~ 30-40 d duration to 

complete healing of the wounds observed here, the augmented energy demand to heal 

abrasion would not necessarily continue into summer periods which experience relatively 

high temperatures. High diver visitation rates during relatively cold conditions thus may 

not be as detrimental to corals as the same number of dives in warmer months. In order to 

fully understand the effectiveness of incentivizing the relatively cold months for 

recreational diving on reefs, further research is needed to on how the healing rates of 

coral colonies vary with temperature and among species. This type of knowledge would 
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inform dive operators and reef managers about how to partition rates of diver visitation, 

given the seasonal temperature conditions and dominant coral species on local reefs.   

Our results also have implications for the design of fisheries management 

policies. Corallivorous organisms, such as parrotfishes and filefishes, consume coral 

tissue and leave abrasions that remove tissue and also damage the calcium carbonate 

skeleton of reef corals (Guzner et al. 2010). When apex predators such as sharks and 

groupers that feed on these corallivores are removed from reef ecosystems, populations 

of the corallivores can increase (Dulvy et al. 2004), causing a top-down effect of 

enhanced predation on corals, and leaving large areas of coral skeleton exposed. Our 

results thus provide scientific support for the conservation management of species 

important to coral reef fisheries such as groupers, due to potential cascade effects on 

coral abrasion rates and therefore coral energy budgets. Related evidence also indicates 

that the abundance of small invertebrate corallivores (Drupella snails) is enhanced at 

heavily-dived reef sites, because the snails are attracted to the high proportions of 

abraded and broken corals at those sites (Guzner et al. 2010). Our finding of significant 

physiological impact on corals from a single abrasion event on only 15% of the coral 

surface, means that even low rates of corallivory or diver-caused abrasion are likely to 

impair coral physiological processes, which should be taken into account when designing 

both fisheries and ecotourism management policies for coral reefs.  

The clonal reproductive process of branching species such as A. cervicornis may 

involve fragmentation following disturbance events such as hurricanes and heavy wave 

action (Tunnicliffe 1981; Highsmith 1982; Harrison and Wallace 1990). A clean break 

along a coral branch can be classified as a type of abrasion wound, given the exposure of 
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the underlying calcium carbonate skeleton and the tissue regeneration needed to cover the 

exposed skeletal area. Therefore, given the low P:R ratios of branch fragments observed 

here at relatively high temperatures, fragmentation may become an energetically non-

viable method of reproduction in these corals as the global climate warms, in that small 

broken or abraded fragments are expected to produce less oxygen than they consume. In 

order to determine changes in the energetic viability of coral branch fragmentation as a 

clonal replication mechanism, research is needed on the energetics of corals undergoing 

branch breakage under various temperature regimes, in comparison with alternate 

reproductive strategies such as the broadcast spawning of sexual propagules. Related 

research on the compounding physiological effects of rising global temperatures and 

frequent abrasion or breakage from ecotourism activities is expected to shed light on how 

corals will cope with projected anthropogenic impacts in the 21st century.  
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Table 1. Characteristics of respirometry chambers and water flow methods used in 
published studies on respiration and photosynthesis rates of scleractinian corals. Shown 
are the coral species examined (in alphabetical order), volume of the respirometry 
chamber used, ambient seawater temperature in the chamber, whether the system was 
static (no water flow during measurements) or flow-through (water continuously flowing 
through the chamber during measurements), water flow rate in the chamber, whether a 
stir bar was used to enhance water circulation within the chamber, and the source 
references for published studies on each species. “-“ indicates no information available. 
 

Coral	  
Species	  

Chamber	  
Volume	  (L)	   Temperature	  

Closed	  or	  
Flow	  

Through	  

Flow	  
Rate	  

Stir	  
Bar	   Source	  

Acropora	  
cervicornis	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Acropora	  
cervicornis	   0.4	   22-‐28	  °	  C	   Flow	  Through	   8-‐13	  

ml/min	   N	   Present	  study	  
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Acropora	  
formosa	   0.5	   -‐	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	  +	  N	   Dennison	  &	  

Barnes	  (1988)	  
Acropora	  
palmata	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Acropora	  
spp.	   0.475	   21	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Drew	  (1973)	  

Agaricia	  
grahamae	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Agaricia	  
lamarcki	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Agaricia	  
tenuifolia	   2.5	   20-‐22	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	   Lesser	  (1997)	  

Agaricia	  
undata	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Dichocoenia	  
stokesii	   0.5	   22-‐25	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	   Telesnicki	  &	  

Goldberg	  (1995)	  
Galaxea	  

fascicularis	   3.5	   25.5-‐26.5	  °	  C	   Flow	  Through	   ~	  10	  
cm/s	   N	   Schutter	  et	  al.	  

(2008)	  
Galaxea	  

fascicularis	   0.7	   20-‐21	  °	  C	   Flow	   420	  
ml/min	   N	   Al-‐Horani	  

(2003)	  
Goniastrea	  

spp.	   0.475	   21	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Drew	  (1973)	  

Meandrina	  
meandrites	   0.5	   22-‐25	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	   Telesnicki	  &	  

Goldberg	  (1995)	  
Millepora	  
tenera	   0.475	   21	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Drew	  (1973)	  

Montastraea	  
annularis	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

 
 
Table 1, continued.  
 

Coral	  
Species	  

Chamber	  
Volume	  (L)	   Temperature	  

Closed	  or	  
Flow	  

Through	  

Flow	  
Rate	  

Stir	  
Bar	   Source	  

Montastraea	  
cavernosa	   -‐	   28	  °C	   Closed	   3	  L/min	   N	   Lasker	  (1981)	  

Montastraea	  
cavernosa	   0.253	   28	  °C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Davies	  (1980)	  

Montastraea	  
faveolata	   3.7	   29-‐30	  °	  C	  

Closed	  
(flushed	  every	  

60	  min)	  
-‐	   Y	   Lesser	  (2000)	  

Montipora	  
monasteriata	   3.1	   ambient	   Unidirectional	   5-‐6	  

cm/s	   N	  
Anthony	  &	  

Hoegh-‐Guldberg	  
(2003)	  
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Montipora	  
verrucosa	   2.5	   26	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	   Stambler	  et	  al.	  

(1994)	  
Pocillopora	  
damicornis	   2.5	   26	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   Y	   Stambler	  et	  al.	  

(1994)	  
Pocillopora	  
damicornis	   0.11	   25-‐35	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Al-‐Sofyani	  &	  

Floos	  (2013)	  
Pocillopora	  
verrucosa	   0.11	   25-‐35	  °	  C	   Closed	   -‐	   N	   Al-‐Sofyani	  &	  

Floos	  (2013)	  
Siderastrea	  
siderea	   0.68	   26	  °	  C	   Unidirectional	   5.8	  

cm/s	   Y	   Vollmer	  &	  
Edmunds	  (2000)	  

Turbinaria	  
mesenterina	   2.7	   26.5-‐28	  °	  C	   Flow	  Through	   6	  cm/s	   N	   Hoogenboom	  et	  

al.	  (2006)	  
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Table 3. Variation in net photosynthesis and respiration rates among scleractinian coral 
species, as reported in published respirometry studies. Shown are the coral species 
examined in each study, net photosynthetic and respiration rates (means + SD or SE, 
depending on the study), P:R ratio (photosynthesis to respiration ratio, a measure of 
energy balance; values are those presented in each study, or calculated here from data in 
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the study), seawater temperature, level of irradiance, sample size (number of corals 
examined), and other notes about the study, whether the respirometry chamber was 
deployed in the laboratory or field, original collection location of the corals used, the 
main questions of interest in the study, and the publication source for each study.  
 
 

 
 
 
a (calculated from averaged daily irradiance values) 
* originally reported as µmol O2 cm–2 min–1 
**originally reported as µL O2 cm–2 hour–1 
*** originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 s–1 
† originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 h–1 
†† Originally reported Pgross (or Pmax), calculation made by the equation 
Pgross=Pnet+Rdark 
b (calculated from given values) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3. (continued) 
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a (calculated from averaged daily irradiance values) 
* originally reported as µmol O2 cm–2 min–1 
**originally reported as µL O2 cm–2 hour–1 
*** originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 s–1 
† originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 h–1 
†† Originally reported Pgross (or Pmax), calculation made by the equation 
Pgross=Pnet+Rdark 
b (calculated from given values) 
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Table 3. (continued) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
a (calculated from averaged daily irradiance values) 
* originally reported as µmol O2 cm–2 min–1 
**originally reported as µL O2 cm–2 hour–1 
*** originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 s–1 
† originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 h–1 
†† Originally reported Pgross (or Pmax), calculation made by the equation 
Pgross=Pnet+Rdark 
b (calculated from given values) 
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Table 3. (continued) 
 

 
a (calculated from averaged daily irradiance values) 
* originally reported as µmol O2 cm–2 min–1 
**originally reported as µL O2 cm–2 hour–1 
*** originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 s–1 
† originally reported as nmol O2 cm–2 h–1 
†† Originally reported Pgross (or Pmax), calculation made by the equation 
Pgross=Pnet+Rdark 
b (calculated from given values) 
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Figure 1. Photograph of staghorn coral Acropora cervicornis fragments in a culture tank 
at Auburn University. Fragments were glued onto ceramic plugs, inserted into plastic 
platforms, and cultured in 150L closed-system tank setups. Note that the coral skeleton 
and tissue have grown over the plugs at the bases of the fragments, which had been 
cultured in the laboratory for 4 to 6 weeks. For scale, the squares in the plastic grating are 
1.5 cm in diameter.  
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Figure 2. Diagram of the respirometry setup used to measure photosynthesis and 
respiration rates in Acropora cervicornis fragments. Two Strathkelvin Instrument O2 
electrodes were connected to a Cameron Instrumental OM200 Oxygen Meter, which 
displayed the dissolved O2 readings in torr. Blue arrows show the direction of seawater 
flow, from a seawater reservoir to a water bath with coiled tubing, through the 
respirometry chamber, then out to a waste reservoir. During photosynthesis trials, an 
adjustable LED light fixture (Model HYA05-LENS-55*3W-B, Galaxyhydro) was 
positioned near the long axis of the coral. Prior to each trial, irradiance was adjusted so 
that the midpoint of each fragment received 350 ± 20 umol photons m-2 s-1. During 
respiration trials, the respirometry chamber containing each coral was covered in 
blackout cloth to measure oxygen consumption under dark conditions.   
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Figure 3. Photograph of a cultured fragment of staghorn coral Acropora cervicornis, 
showing the dimensions used to calculate estimated surface area (ESA). h = total length, 
d = maximal diameter. Note the ceramic plug at the coral base, and the plastic grating in 
which the plug was inserted for culture in laboratory tanks. Note also the expanded 
tentacles of polyps visible along the sides of the fragment. This fragment had been 
cultured in the laboratory for ~ 4 weeks prior to being photographed. 
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Figure 4. Relationships between sets of biometric data collected to measure the sizes of 
fragments of staghorn corals Acropora cervicornis (n = 32 fragments). Precise surface 
area (PSA) was determined by covering fragments (after they had been sacrificed) with 
tinfoil, and using an equation derived from objects with known surface areas (after Marsh 
1970). Estimated surface area (ESA) was calculated using the equation for a cylinder 
shell surface A=2 πhr (Naumann et al. 2009), as shown in Fig. 3. Bouyant weight (BW) 
was measured by suspending coral fragments in a plastic frame submerged in a tank filled 
with seawater, with the frame hanging from an electronic balance above the tank (after 
Jokiel 1978). Total length (TL) was measured for each fragment, using a flexible 
measuring tape to allow the tape to curve slightly along the length of each fragment, 
some of which had a slightly curved shape (see Figs. 1 and 3). 
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Figure 5. Growth patterns of fragments of Acropora cervicornis that arrived from public 
aquarium tanks at the Smithsonian Marine Station, Fort Pierce, Florida, USA. Growth is 
shown over 10 months for 4-7 coral fragments per tank, in 3 laboratory tanks (# 4, 5, and 
6) at Auburn University. Note the general upward trend of coral size over time, and the 
slight up-and-down variation in size among measurement periods, some of it likely due to 
measurement error.  
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Figure 6. Growth patterns of fragments of Acropora cervicornis that arrived from 
offshore nurseries of the Coral Restoration Foundation, Key Largo, Florida, USA. 
Growth is shown over 4 months for 3-6 coral fragments per genotype, dispersed among 
in 3 laboratory tanks at Auburn University. Note the general upward trend of coral size 
over time, and the slight up-and-down variation in size among measurement periods, 
some of it likely due to measurement error. Genotype M exhibited large variation in size 
between some time periods, which can be attributed to an accidental fragmentation 
during culture. The coral genotypes included B8 (n = 6), K1 (n = 5), M10 (n = 3), M1 (n 
= 5), and M6 (n = 5).  
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Figure 7. Recovery patterns of two fragments of Acropora cervicornis from abrasion 
wounds, in which relatively large abrasion wounds had been inflicted. Each wound 
consisted of ~ 5 cm2 of live coral tissue abraded from the fragment, revealing the 
underlying white calcareous skeleton. The two fragments picture here had arrived from 
the Smithsonian Marine Station, Fort Pierce, FL, USA, and had been acclimated to 
culture tanks at Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA, for 4 months before the abrasion 
trials began.   
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Figure 8. Recovery patterns of two fragments of Acropora cervicornis from abrasion 
wounds, in which relatively	  small abrasion wounds had been inflicted. Each wound 
consisted of ~ 1.5 cm2 of live coral tissue abraded from the fragment, revealing the 
underlying white calcareous skeleton. The two fragments picture here had arrived from 
the Smithsonian Marine Station, Fort Pierce, FL, USA, and had been acclimated to 
culture tanks at Auburn University, Auburn, AL, USA, for 4 months before the abrasion 
trials began. 
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Figure 9. Variation in the (A) net photosynthesis rate, (B) respiration rate, and (C) P:R 
ratio (photosynthesis to respiration rate, a measure of energy balance) of Acropora 
cervicornis fragments, with seawater temperature and tissue abrasion status. Abraded 
fragments had ~15% of live coral tissue scraped off at least 72 h prior to being used in 
respirometry trials. Temperature was increased gradually after each fragment was 
immersed in the respirometry chamber, so that fragments acclimated over 2 h to the trial 
temperature, and to the irradiance level of 350 ± 20 mmol photons m-2 s-1. ‘a’ and ‘b’ 
indicate values that differed significantly from those at the control temperature (25 °C), 
for fragments that were not abraded (n = 65 measurements) and those that were abraded 
(n = 40 measurements), respectively. * indicates values that differed significantly 
between the abraded and non-abraded fragments at each temperature. Shown are means ± 
1 SE.  
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Figure 10. Variation in polyp expansion levels between fragments belonging to two 
different genotypes of staghorn coral Acropora cervicornis. Both fragments been cultured 
in tanks at Auburn University and exposed to the same light and temperature conditions 
for several mo prior to being photographed. Panel A depicts genotype B8 (fragment B8b) 
obtained from an offshore nursery of the Coral Restoration Foundation (CRF), whereas 
panel B shows fragment # 4E that belonged to a genotype obtained from the Smithsonian 
Marine Station (SMS). Note that polyps on the CRF fragment are much more expanded 
than those on the SMS fragment. See Figs. 6A and 5A for the growth rates these two 
fragments, respectively.  
 


